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2001 Lionel prewar O gauge lithographed freight set 6308E, circa 1938 including; 1688E black steam loco, 1689T tender, 1679
yellow Baby Ruth boxcar, 1680 orange Shell tank and a 1682 red caboose.  The loco and tender are C7-8 and the cars are
C6-7.

2002 Lionel prewar O gauge 137 Lioneltown station with tan base, ivory walls, light red roof, 45N green door and window
frames, C7.

2003 Lionel prewar O gauge olive green passenger set no. 294 including; 252 electric loco with brass and nickel trim, two 529
Pullmans and a 530 observation.  The passenger cars have maroon insert and no journals.  Set is C6.

2004 Lionel prewar O gauge 127 Lioneltown station with gray base, mustard walls, maroon roof, dark green door and window
frames, wood grained doors and red lithographed chimneys, C5.

2005 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set no. 277W including; 263E gunmetal steam loco, 263W tender with brass L plaque, 812
45N green gondola with four wooden barrels, 810 derrick with cream cab, red roof, 45N green boom and black knobs, 820
searchlight with 45N green base and 817 red caboose.  The entire set has all nickel trim and journals.  The loco has a
reproduction frame that has been repainted and a broken wheel on the trailing trucks.  The crane has one broken coupler
and one gear is missing.  Set is C5.

2006 Lionel prewar O gauge two 270 red single span bridges with nickel plates in OBs, C7-8.  The OBs have most all flaps
attached.

2007 Lionel prewar O gauge two-tone green passenger set no. 1190, circa 1941, including; 1666 black steam loco, 2666T tender,
two 2640 Pullmans and a 2641 observation.  The passenger cars have cream inserts and the tender and cars have black
journals.  Set is C5-6.

2008 Lionel prewar O gauge 123 90-degree tunnel with composition corrugated paperboard base, hand painted with trees, shrubs
and metal house.  The base is beginning to separate in areas.  The trees are bent.  Tunnel is C6.

2009 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set no. 865, circa 1941, including; 203 black steam loco with one broken marker light,
2203T slope-back tender, X2758 Pennsylvania automobile car, 2755 gray Sunoco tank and a 2757 Pennsylvania caboose.
The tender and cars have black journals.  Set is C6.

2010 Lionel prewar O gauge 118 metal tunnel in OB, C7-8.  The OB is sealed on label end and label is intact.  The other end is
missing one flap.  Also included is another 118 metal tunnel with paint flaking, C6.

2011 Lionel prewar O gauge two-tone green passenger set no. 236 including; 262 black steam loco, 262T tender with copper
journals,  two 607 Pullmans and a 608 observation.  The loco and tender both have copper and brass trim.  The passenger
cars are Stephen Girard green with dark green roofs, cream inserts and copper journals.  Set is C6.

2012 Lionel prewar O gauge 76 warning bell shack with die-cast warning sign, C6.  Also included are two 45 gateman, one with
a gray post and die-cast sign and one with an aluminum post and die-cast sign.  The 45 gateman with aluminum post has
heavy paint loss on the door.

2013 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set no. 141W including; 224E black steam loco with original cardboard insert, 2224W
tender, 2652 yellow gondola, 2654 orange Shell tank and 2657 red caboose.  The cars are C7, except for the 2652 gondola
which is C5.  All components are in worn OBs except for the tender.

2014 Lionel prewar O gauge two 45N automatic gateman, one with an aluminum girder pole and nickel finial and one with a
solid aluminum pole and brass finial.  The arm is loose from the man on the 45N gateman with the girder pole.  The
accessories are C6.

2015 Lionel prewar O gauge streamlined chrome and orange clockwork passenger set no. 1535, circa 1935 including; 1816
power car, 1817 coach and 1818 observation.  Set is C6-7.
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2016 Lionel prewar O gauge streamlined aluminum and red passenger set no. 1065E, circa 1935 including; 1700E loco, 1701
coach and 1702 observation.  The set has nickel journals and is C6-7.

2017 Lionel prewar O gauge accessories; 077 automatic crossing gate with black base and red mechanism box, two 068 pea
green warning signals with brass signs, 46 crossing gate, 69 electric warning bell signal missing the bell mechanism and a
076 white block signal The 46 crossing gate has the terminals replaced with bolts.   Accessories are C5.

2018 Lionel prewar O gauge peacock and cream lithographed Sears Roebuck passenger set no. 6206W including; 1689E
gunmetal steam loco, 1689W tender, two 1692 Pullmans and a 1693 observation.  Set is C6.

2019 Lionel prewar O gauge lithographed freight set in individual worn OBs including; 1688E gunmetal steam loco with
original cardboard inserts, 2689T tender, 2679 yellow Baby Ruth boxcar with peacock roof, 2680 silver Sunoco tank and a
2682 red caboose.  The set has nickel journals.  The set is C7.

2020 Lionel prewar O gauge four 069 electric warning bell signals, two olive green with brass signs and finials, one red with
nickel sign and finial and one white with brass sign and finial.  Also included is a 69 olive green electric warning bell
signal with bells detached but included.  The signals are C5-6.

2021 Lionel prewar O gauge Red Comet passenger set no. 278E, circa 1935 including; 264E Commodore Vanderbilt steam loco
with nickel and brass trim, 261T tender with brass trim and nickel journals, two 603 Pullmans, 604 observation and a type
L 50-watt transformer.  The passenger cars have white inserts and nickel journals.  Set is C4-5.

2022 Lionel prewar 83 die-cast traffic and crossing signal with red base, cream box and white head and an 87 die-cast railroad
crossing signal with red base, cream box and white head, C6.

2023 Lionel prewar O gauge orange passenger set no. 268 including; 256 electric loco, the version with rubber-stamping, two
710 Pullmans and a 712 observation. The two Pullmans have dark olive inserts and the 712 observation has pea green
inserts.  The set has nickel journals.  The wheels on the loco are deteriorating.  Loco is C5.  The cars are C4-5.

2024 Lionel prewar O gauge 109 bridge with a set of three 110 bridge center spans and one pair of 105 approaches.  The bridge
is C6.

2025 Lionel prewar O gauge streamlined Blue Streak passenger set no. 295W including; 265E steam loco with nickel trim,
265WX tender with nickel trim and journals, 619 baggage/coach, 617 coach and a 618 observation.  The cab roof on the
loco has been repainted.  The set is C5.

2026 Lionel prewar standard gauge olive green passenger set no. 347E in individual OBs and set box including; 8E electric loco
with original cardboard insert, 337 Pullman, 338 observation, eight curve track sections and two straight track sections.
The cars have maroon inserts and nickel journals.  The loco has been rewheeled.  The set is C6-7.  The individual OBs are
complete with all flaps.  The set box has split corners and shows some wear.

2027 Lionel prewar standard gauge two 124 Lionel City stations one with gray base, terra cotta walls, cream chimneys, window
and door frames, pea green roof and brass trim and the other station has Mojave base, terra cotta walls cream chimneys,
window and door frames, pea green roof and brass trim.  The station with the Mojave base is missing the light fixtures and
interior metal support.  The stations are C5.

2028 Lionel prewar standard gauge freight set no. 386E including; 384E black steam loco in OB with original cardboard insert,
384T tender, 512 peacock gondola, 513 orange cattle car with pea green roof and a 817 pea green caboose with red roof
and orange window inserts.  The loco and tender have green striping.  The tender and cars have brass trim and nickel
journals.  The frame on the loco is warped, one of the wheels is disintegrating and one of the wheels is a black replacement.
The loco is C6, tender is C7, gondola and cattle car are C6 and the caboose is C5.  The loco OB is missing two exterior
flaps.

2029 Lionel prewar standard gauge 120L metal lighted tunnel.  The tunnel is missing both terminals and has three holes drilled
in the bottom.  Tunnel is C6.
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2030 Lionel prewar standard gauge two-tone brown Baby State passenger set no. 342E including; 318E electric loco with red
lettered brass plates, 310 baggage, 309 Pullman and a 312 observation.  The cars have cream inserts and copper journals.
Set is C5.

2031 Lionel prewar standard gauge 126 Lionelville station with Mojave base, crackle red walls, pea green roof, window inserts
and doors, ivory window and door frames, lithographed brick chimneys and brass trim in OB. The inside metal bracket has
surface corrosion, otherwise the station is C8.  The box is complete with all flaps but has one flap detached.

2032 Lionel prewar standard gauge Mojave passenger set no. 352, circa 1925 including; 10 electric loco, two 337 Pullmans and
a 338 observation.  The cars have maroon inserts, THE NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES above the windows and nickel
journals.  The loco has been rewheeled.  Set is C6-7.

2033 Lionel prewar standard gauge 281 set of two 280 red bridges with brass plates in OB, C6.  The box has all flaps attached.
The center section of the label is missing.

2034 Lionel prewar standard gauge maroon passenger set no. 343E  including; 380E electric loco, 320 baggage with dark green
doors,  two 319 Pullmans and a 322 observation.  The cars have Mojave inserts and nickel journals.  The baggage and
observation cars have THE LIONEL LINES above the windows and the two 319 Pullmans have THE NEW YORK
CENTRAL LINES above the windows.  The loco has been rewheeled and the cowcatchers have been repainted.  There is
some paint touch up on the loco.  The loco is C6 and the cars are c5.

2035 Lionel prewar standard gauge 440 signal bridge with terra cotta bases, Mojave bridge, maroon walkway, brass handrail and
rail supports and a 440C red crackle panel board, C6-7.

2036 Lionel prewar standard gauge 440 signal bridge with red bases, aluminum bridge, red walkway, nickel handrail and rail
supports and a 440C red crackle panel board missing parts.  One of the die-cast heads on the signal bridge is broken.  The
440 is C6 and the 440C is C5.

2037 Lionel prewar standard gauge freight cars including; 211 black flatcar with lumber load, brass and nickel trim and copper
journals and a 219 crane car with peacock cab, dark green roof, red boom, brass knobs and trim and nickel journals.  The
frame on the crane car has been partially repainted.  Crane car is C5 and the flatcar is C6.

2038 Lionel prewar standard gauge freight cars nickel journals; 216 dark green hopper with black lettered brass plates and nickel
trim and a 218 Mojave dump car with one knob and brass trim, C6.

2039 Lionel prewar standard gauge 155 freight shed with white base, red floor, aluminum posts and finials, gray roof trimmed in
red and nickel plate.  One of the finials has been replaced.  Freight shed is C5-6.

2040 Lionel prewar standard gauge 390 black steam loco with brass and copper trim and a 390T tender with brass trim and
copper journals both with orange striping, circa 1929.  The loco has been rewheeled and the striping has be redone.  Loco
and tender are C6.

2041 Lionel prewar standard gauge freight cars with brass trim and nickel journals including; 512 peacock gondola, 513 orange
cattle car with pea green roof and a 514R ivory refrigerator car with peacock roof.  The refrigerator car is missing one door
latch.  Cars are C6

2042 Lionel prewar standard gauge two 92 floodlight towers, one with light red base, gray tower and nickel plates and one with
dark red base, aluminum tower and brass plate.  Floodlight towers are C5.

2043 Lionel prewar standard gauge 94 high tension tower with red base aluminum tower and nickel plate.  All six porcelain
insulators are intact.  Tower is C6.

2044 Lionel prewar standard gauge freight cars with brass trim and copper journals including; 512 peacock gondola, 515 ivory
tank car, 520 searchlight car with terra cotta base and a 517 pea green caboose with red roof.  The gondola is C6.  The tank,
searchlight and caboose are C5.
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2045 Ron Morris reproduction of a Lionel prewar 913 landscaped plot with bungalow.  Also included is a Ron Morris
reproduction 929 landscaped plot with two bungalows.  All three bungalows are reproductions of the Lionel 184 bungalow
by F. Bowers and R. Mullen.  The plots and bungalows are in like new condition.

2046 Lionel prewar set of five 184 lithographed bungalows, two with green roofs and three with red roofs.  One of the chimneys
on the bungalows has been painted white.  The bungalows are C6-7.

2047 Williams Reproduction Limited of a Lionel prewar standard gauge 381E electric loco with display board in OB.  The
engine has a McCoy Mfg. motor.   The loco has been test run, C9.

2048 T-Reproductions of the Lionel prewar standard gauge 300 Hell Gate Bridge with terra cotta base, cream towers, green sides
and brass plates in OB, C9.

2049 T-Reproductions of a Lionel prewar standard gauge 438 signal tower with Mojave base, pea green tower, cream upper
base, terra cotta upper walls and red roof in OB, C9.

2050 T-Reproductions of a Lionel prewar standard gauge 840 power station with green base, two sets of cream steps, Mojave
floor with cream walls, orange bands around the building and orange skylights in OB. The power station base has some
nicks, otherwise is C8.  The rest of the station is C9.

2051 Lionel prewar O gauge terra cotta passenger set including; 248 electric loco, 529 Pullman and a 530 observation.  The
entire set has been restored in terra cotta with maroon frames on the cars.  Cars have nickel journals.

2052 Lionel prewar O gauge two 58 peacock lamp posts with original paper wrap in OBs.  Lamp posts have a couple of minor
nicks, otherwise are C8.  OBs are clean and have all flaps attached

2053 Lionel prewar O gauge Flying Yankee chrome streamlined passenger set no. 267E including; 616E loco, two 617 coaches
and a 618 observation.  The set has gunmetal nose and tail pieces.  The loco and observation are C5.  The coaches are C7.

2054 Lionel prewar O gauge 164 operating log loader with orange roof and a 97C controller, C5.  Also included is a 164
operating log loader with red roof, logs and 97C controller, C6-7.

2055 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set no. 151W, circa 1939 including; 225E black steam loco, 2235W tender, three 3659
remote dump cars with three 160 bins and a 2657 red caboose.  The loco is C7-8.  The rest of the set is C6-7, except for one
dump which is a C5.

2056 Lionel prewar O gauge 97 coal elevator with a 97C controller, C6.  Also included is a 97 coal elevator in parts.

2057 Lionel prewar O gauge aluminum Union Pacific streamliner passenger set no. 751E, circa 1935-36 including; 752E power
unit,753 coach and 754 observation.  The die-cast underbellies are solid and straight.  Set is C5.

2058 Lionel prewar four die-cast  53 lamp posts, three ivory and one Mojave.  Lamp posts are C5-6.

2059 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars with nickel trim and journals including;  2812 45N green gondola, 2810 crane with
cream cab, red roof, 45N green boom and black knobs, 2820 searchlight car with 45N green base and a 2817 red caboose.
The crane and caboose are C5, The searchlight is C6 and the gondola is C7.

2060 Pride Lines reproduction of the Lionel prewar 1103 Peter Rabbit Chick-Mobile hand car.  The hand car has one minor
scratch below the nameplate, otherwise is C8.

2061 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set no. 139W including; 229 gunmetal steam loco, 2689W tender, 2651 45N green lumber
car, 2654 orange Shell tank and a 2657 red caboose.  The set has all nickel trim and journals, except for the 2654 tank
which has black journals.  Set is C6.

2062 Lionel prewar five 59 olive green lamp posts.  One of the lamps has a cracked shade.  The lamp posts are C5-6.
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2063 Lionel prewar O gauge yellow/brown four-car City of Denver streamlined passenger set no. 758W including; 752W power
car, two 753 coaches and a 754 observation.  The die-cast underbellies  are solid and straight.  The set is C5-6.

2064 Lionel prewar O gauge 272 set of three red 270 bridges with brass plates and black lettering in OB.  The bridges are C5.
The label end of the OB is sealed with label fully intact.  The other end has all flaps attached.

2065 Lionel prewar O gauge 250E Hiawatha steam loco and tender with nickel journals.  The loco and tender have been
restored.  The engine is missing one marker light and the tender is missing the whistle.

2066 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars with nickel trim and journals including; 814 yellow automobile car with brown roof,
815 silver Sunoco tank, 816 red hopper, 820 searchlight car with 45N green base and an 817 red caboose.  The tank and the
boxcar are C5.  The rest of the cars are C6.

2067 Lionel prewar O gauge accessories including; 092 signal tower with mustard base, terra cotta walls and restored roof, 93
water tank with red base and aluminum tank in OB and two 1045 flagman one with brown suit, one blue arm, aluminum
post, brass sign, nickel finial and 1045C track connector and one with brown front, blue back, aluminum post, brass sign
and nickel finial.  The 93 water tank has a hole drilled in the base.  Accessories are C5.  The 93 water tank box has all flaps
attached and is stained.

2068 Lionel prewar O gauge red passenger set no. 186W, circa 1938 including; 238E gunmetal Torpedo style Pennsylvania
steam loco, 265W tender, 2602 baggage, 2600 Pullman and a 2601 observation.  This set should have a 2265W tender.
Loco has nickel trim.  The passenger cars have ivory inserts and nickel journals.  Set is C5.

2069 Lionel prewar O gauge 58 lamp posts including; four cream, two peacock and two maroon.  Two of the shades are cracked.
Lamp posts are C5.

2070 Lionel prewar O gauge 227 black 0-6-0 steam loco with a 2227B slope-back Pennsylvania tender.  One corner of the cab
roof is bent and one rear step is broken.  Loco is C5 and the tender is C6.

2071 Lionel prewar O gauge two 56 Lamp posts, one dark gray and one copper.  The copper lamp post is C7 and the dark gray
lamp post is C6.

2072 Lionel prewar O gauge lithographed promotional freight set no. 7003 including; 258 black steam loco, 1689T tender, 1679
yellow Baby Ruth boxcar with red roof, 1680 silver Sunoco tank and a 1682 red caboose.  The tender and freight cars have
non-automatic couplers and black journals.  The engine, tender and tank are C6.  The boxcar and caboose are C5.

2073 Lionel prewar O gauge terra cotta passenger set no. 294 in worn OBs including; 252 electric loco, 529 Pullman and a 530
observation that has three holes drilled in the bottom of the car.  This set should have two 529 Pullmans, one is missing,
however there are two 529 original boxes.  The set has maroon frames on the loco and cars.  The cars have cream inserts
and nickel journals.  The loco has been rewheeled, set is C5.

2074 Lionel prewar O gauge two 56 lamp posts, one pea green and one 45N green.  Lamp posts are C6-7.  Also included is an
OB for a 56 lamp post.

2075 Lionel prewar O gauge olive green passenger set no. 266E, circa 1929 in individual OBs and set box including; 254E
electric loco, two 610 Pullmans, 612 observation, cardboard instruction sheet and a no. 24 bulb box.  The cars have red
inserts and nickel journals.  Except for a couple of very minor marks the set is C8.  The loco box has all flaps attached.
The car boxes are missing some interior flaps.  The set box has no split corners and both labels are intact.

2076 Lionel prewar standard gauge 436 power station with gray base, terra cotta walls, cream roof cornices and window inserts,
pea green skylight, window and door frames, Mojave chimney base, red chimney and brass plates.  The base is bent.
Power Station is C6.
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2077 Lionel prewar standard gauge 38 black New York Central Lines electric loco with freight cars including; 112 gray Lake
Shore gondola, 113 pea green cattle car, 114 orange CM&StP boxcar and a 117 NYC&HRRR brown caboose with black
roof.  The set is C5-6.

2078 Lionel prewar standard gauge two 79 die-cast crossing signals, one aluminum with aluminum painted cross arms, nickel
sign and finial and one cream with gold painted cross arms, brass sign and finials. The signals are C5.

2079 Lionel prewar standard gauge 99N light train control with red base and ladder, aluminum pole, black target head and nickel
plate in a worn OB and two 80 semaphores, one with a red base, black ladder, aluminum pole and nickel finial and one
with a terra cotta base, dark green ladder, Mojave pole and brass finial.  The accessories are C6.  The OB is missing all
flaps on one end.

2080 Lionel prewar standard gauge Mojave passenger set no. 403E including; 402E electric loco with red lettered brass plates
and Super Motors, 418 baggage/Pullman, 419 Pullman and a 490 observation.  The cars have orange inserts, maroon doors
and nickel journals.  The loco has been rewheeled and is C7.  The cars are C6-7.

2081 Lionel prewar standard gauge 431 Mojave dining car with orange inserts, maroon doors and nickel journals.  Both couplers
are broken on the dining car.  Car is C6.

2082 Lionel prewar standard gauge 112 Lionel City station with terra cotta base, cream walls, apple green window inserts and
skylight, maroon doors and brass clock inserts.  Station is C5-6.

2083 Lionel prewar standard gauge freight cars  with brass trim and nickel journals including; 512 peacock gondola, 514 cream
boxcar with orange roof and door guides, 514 ivory refrigerator car with peacock roof and a 515 terra cotta tank.  The 512
and 514 refrigerator car are C5. The 514 boxcar is C6. The 515 is C7.

2084 Lionel prewar standard gauge 115 Lionel City station with red base, doors, window inserts and skylight, nickel clock
inserts and aluminum painted light fixtures.   The station is C7.

2085 Lionel prewar standard gauge two 516 red hoppers, one with coal load and capacity data rubber-stamping.  Both hoppers
have black lettered brass plates and nickel journals.  The wheels on the hopper with capacity data rubber-stamping are
covered with rust and one coupler is broken, however the hopper body is C6.  The other hopper is C6

2086 Lionel prewar standard gauge two 280 bridges, one 45N green with nickel plate and one pea green with brass plate.  The
45N green bridge is C6 and the pea green bridge is C5.  Also included is one worn OB for a 280 bridge that is missing all
flaps on one side.

2087 Lionel prewar standard gauge  freight cars with nickel journals including; 511 green flatcar with wood load and nickel trim,
514R ivory refrigerator car with peacock roof and brass trim and a 516 red hopper with nickel trim.  The 514R has heavy
paint loss on one side.  The 514R and 511 are C5.  The 516 has been restored to look like new.

2088 Lionel prewar standard gauge 126 Lionelville station with light gray base, orange lithographed front and back walls, red
lithographed end walls, pea green roof, dark green window and door frames, brass plates and red lithographed chimneys,
C5.  Also included is a 125 Lionelville station that has been disassembled, but doors and window frames are included.  The
station has been painted.

2089 Lionel prewar standard gauge nine 60 peacock telegraph posts with  red cross arms, white insulators and brass finials.  Two
of the posts are missing the finials.  Also included are two 85 orange telegraph poles with red cross arms, white insulators
and brass finials.  The telegraph posts are C5.
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2090 Lionel prewar standard gauge passenger set no. 362E in individual OBs and set box including; 384E steam loco with brass
and copper trim, 384T tender with with brass trim and nickel journals, 309 maroon Pullman with wood grain doors, nickel
journals and THE NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES above the windows and a 312 maroon observation with cream doors,
copper journals and THE LIONEL LINES above the windows.  Both cars have cream inserts and terra cotta roofs.  The
frame on the loco has warped and loco has been rewheeled.  The set is C6-7.  The loco OB has an original cardboard insert.
The loco OB is missing one interior flap.  All other individual OBs have all flaps attached.  The set box has one spit corner
and is torn on one side.  Both labels are clean and intact.

2091 Lionel prewar standard gauge 101 bridge consisting of a 104 center span and two 100 approaches, C6-7.

2092 Lionel prewar standard gauge dark olive green passenger set no. 34 including; 33 New York Central Lines electric loco, 35
Pullman and a 36 observation with one step detached but included.  Also included is an extra 35 Pullman.  The cars have
THE NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES above the windows.  The loco is C6, the two Pullmans are C5 and the observation
car is C4.

2093 Lionel prewar standard gauge 200 turntable, C7.

2094 Lionel prewar standard gauge pea green passenger set no. 342E including; 318E electric loco, 310 baggage, 309 Pullman
and a 312 observation.  The passenger cars have orange inserts and nickel journals.  The loco has been disassembled and
parts are included.  The motor is missing and there are four reproduction wheels.  The cars are C5.

2095 Rich-Art standard gauge Red Rock water tower from the 1997 TCA 43rd National Convention, Phoenix, Arizona with
Certificate of Authenticity in OB.  This is one of only fourteen built especially for the Convention Banquet.   Water tower
is C9-10.

2096 McCoy standard gauge San Francisco cable car from the 34th National TCA Convention held in San Francisco in OB, C8
Also included is a McCoy no. 95 Main Street Diner Seattle in OB, C9.

2097 Main Line Collectors Series arcade style signs from the Atlantic Division, TCA Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in OB and ten
additional Main Line Collectors Series arcade style signs, C9.

2098 Lionel prewar standard gauge 384 black steam loco with brass, copper and nickel trim and a 384T with brass trim, nickel
journals and green striping.  The loco has been repainted and rewheeled.  The tender is C5.

2099 Lionel prewar standard gauge 67 dark green double gooseneck lamp post in worn OB and a 54 pea green double gooseneck
lamp post.  Also included are two 77 automatic crossing gates both with black base and mechanism box that has a nickel
cover, one with an OB missing flaps.   The 54 is C4, the two 77 crossing gates are C5-6 and the 67 is C6.

2100 Lionel prewar standard gauge pea green passenger set Macy Special 2, circa 1932 including; 8E electric loco, two 337
Pullmans and 338 observation with an original MACY SPECIAL celluloid drumhead.  The cars have cream inserts and
nickel journals.  The set is C6.

2101 Lionel prewar O gauge 313 operating Bascule bridge with silver bridge, a 96C controller and black frame that has an
integral power lockon.  The bridge has been restored.

2102 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set no. 299 including; 251 electric loco missing one handrail and one whistle from the roof,
813 orange cattle car with pea green roof and door guides, 814 cream boxcar with orange roof and door guides and a 817
peacock caboose with a dark green roof and one broken coupler, missing two journal boxes.  The cars have brass trim and
copper journals.  Set is C4-5.

2103 Lionel prewar O gauge 071 telegraph post set containing six 060 45N green telegraph posts with red cross arms, white
insulators and nickel finials and three 060 orange open girder telegraph posts with red cross arms, one with clear insulators
and two with white insulators and all with brass finials.  The telegraph posts are C5.  Also included are three 068 pea green
crossing signals all missing the finials, C4.
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2104 Lionel prewar O gauge yellow and brown The City of Denver streamlined passenger set no. 299W including; 636W power
car, two 637 coaches and 638 observation.  The set is C5.

2105 Lionel prewar O gauge two 270 bridges, one red with harder to find  yellow decal and one maroon with black lettered brass
plate.  The bridges are C5.

2106 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set no. 293E, circa 1936 including; 249E gunmetal steam loco with nickel trim, 265T
tender, 654 silver Sunoco tank, 659 green dump car and a 657 red caboose.  The tender and cars have nickel trim and
journals.  One corner on the loco cab is bent and missing paint and one pickup roller has been reattached and the bar on the
steam chest is missing.  Set is C5.

2107 Lionel prewar O gauge four no. 57 orange lamp posts with Main Street and Broadway street signs, C5.

2108 Lionel prewar O gauge 226E black steam loco and 2226W tender both with nickel trim.  The tender has nickel journals.
Loco and tender are C6.

2109 Lionel prewar O gauge four-wheel freight cars with brass trim and copper journals;  902 apple green gondola, 805 pea
green boxcar with orange roof and door guides and two 807 red cabooses with peacock roofs and cupolas and copper
journals, one in OB.  Also included are four-wheel freight cars with no journals; 831 dark green flatcar with wood load,
902 peacock gondola, 804 orange tank, 804 gray tank and an 809 orange dump car in OB.  The cars are C5, except for the
apple green gondola which is C7-8.

2110 Lionel prewar O gauge Blue Comet passenger set no. 283W including; 263E loco, 263W tender, 615 baggage, 613
Pullman and a 614 observation.  The loco and tender have nickel trim.  The tender has a brass L plaque and nickel journals.
The passenger cars have ivory inserts and nickel journals.  The set is C5-6.

2111 Lionel prewar O gauge die-cast accessories including; 078 train control signal with orange base, cream pole, white signal
head missing one lens and pea green ladder, 082 train control semaphore with peacock base, cream pole, orange ladder and
brass finial and two 91 state brown circuit breakers.  The base on the 082 has been repainted. Accessories are C5.

2112 Lionel prewar O gauge lithographed freight cars including; 1717 orange gondola with black journals, 1719 green boxcar
with peacock roof and black journals and 1722 red caboose with maroon roof and nickel journals, C6.  Also included are
lithographed freight cars with nickel journals; 2717 orange gondola, 2719 green boxcar and a 2722 orange caboose with
maroon roof, C5

2113 Lionel prewar O gauge peacock passenger set no. 296 including a 253 electric loco with orange insert, brass trim and
nickel journals, 607 Pullman and a 608 observation.  Missing from the set is one 607 Pullman.  The Pullman and
observation have orange inserts and nickel journal.  The loco has been rewheeled.  Set is C6.

2114 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars with brass trim and copper journals including; 812 apple green gondola with broken
brake wheel which is included, 813 orange cattle car with pea green roof and door guides, 815 silver Sunoco tank and a
817 red caboose with peacock roof.  All of the cars are in OBs except for the 812 gondola.  Cars are C7-8.  OBs have most
flaps attached.

2115 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars with brass trim and copper journals including; 812 dark green gondola in OB, 814
cream boxcar with orange roof and door guides and a 816 red hopper.  The 812 is C8 and the other two cars are C7.  The
OB has some tape repair

2116 Lionel prewar O gauge passenger set Special 2X including; 258 black steam loco with brass and copper trim and orange
striping, 259T tender with brass trim and copper journals, 603 Pullman and a 604 observation.  The passenger cars are red
with black roofs, cream inserts and copper journals.  The loco has been rewheeled and the pickup roller assembly has been
replaced.  Set is C5.
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2117 Lionel prewar O gauge rubber-stamped freight cars with black journals including; two 2652 burnt orange gondolas, 3651
operating lumber car missing the load, 2653 black hopper missing one brake wheel, 2650 red searchlight car, 2655 cream
boxcar with brown roof and door guides missing one brake wheel and two 2657 red cabooses, one with a brown roof.  Cars
are C6.

2118 Lionel prewar O gauge 264E black Commodore Vanderbilt steam loco and 265W tender with nickel journals.  Both the
loco and tender have nickel trim.  Loco and tender are C5.

2119 Lionel prewar type V 150-watts Train Master transformer.  This is the desirable version with the marbleized plastic case.
The metal base is C6 and the plastic case is C7-8.

2120 Lionel prewar O gauge loco and tender outfit no. 903B in individual OBs and outer master carton containing; 228 black
switcher and a 2228B slope-back Pennsylvania tender.  The loco is C7-8.  The tender has surface rust on the base.  The
tender top is C7.  The loco OB is missing one interior flap, the tender box has all flaps attached and the outer master carton
has one interior flap missing. The label is intact on the master carton.

2121 Lionel prewar O gauge dark green passenger set no. 94, circa 1925 including; 153 New York Central Lines electric loco
with nickel trim, two 629 Pullmans and a 630 observation.  The cars have maroon inserts and no journals.  The engine has
one pickup roller repaired and is C5.  The cars are C5-6.

2122 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set no. 159 including; 158 gray New York Central Lines electric loco and two 901 maroon
Lake Shore gondolas.  Also included is a maroon passenger set no. 160 including; 150 maroon New York Central Lines
electric loco and two 600 Pullmans with NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES above the windows.  The sets are C4-5.

2123 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set including; 154 dark green New York Central Lines electric loco, 820 orange Union
Pacific boxcar, 821 pea green Union Stock Line cattle car and a 822 maroon New York Central Lines caboose with black
roof, C5.

2124 Lionel prewar O gauge Lionel Junior accessory set no. 1569 in a damaged OB containing; four 1571 telegraph posts, 1572
semaphore, 1573 warning signal, 1574 clock and a 1575 crossing gate.  All of the accessories in the set have red bases.
Also included are five 1571 telegraph posts with black bases.  Some of the pieces have rust.  The set and posts with black
bases are C5.

2125 Lionel prewar standard gauge loco and tender outfit no. 385EW in individual OBs and outer master carton containing;
385E gunmetal steam loco with a 385W die-cast tender.  The individual OBs have original cardboard inserts.  The loco is
C8.  The die-cast shell on the tender is solid and intact.  Tender is C7-8.  The loco and tender boxes are clean and complete
with all flaps attached.  The master carton is complete with all flaps and has label intact.

2126 Lionel prewar standard gauge red passenger cars with maroon roofs  and nickel journals in OBs including;  1767 baggage,
1766 Pullman missing one hand rail and a 1768 observation.  The paint on the passenger cars is very bright and clean.
There are chips on the ends of the cars by the couplers.  Due to the chips the cars are C7-8.   The boxes are clean and have
all flaps attached.  All of the boxes are sealed on one end.

2127 Lionel prewar standard gauge 212 maroon gondola with brass trim, nickel journals and four wooden barrels in OB marked
212 WINE.  Car is C6.  The OB is complete with all flaps.

2128 Lionel postwar 213 terra cotta cattle car with pea green roof and door guides, brass trim and nickel journals in OB, C7-8.
The OB is complete with all flaps.  The label is mostly intact.

2129 Lionel prewar standard gauge 215 pea green tank with red lettered brass plates, brass trim and nickel journals, C6-7.

2130 Lionel prewar standard gauge 218 Mojave dump car, the version with painted ends and one brass knob.  The car has brass
trim and copper journals.  One of the ends has some paint chips.  Car is C7-8.  The car is in OB.
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2131 Lionel prewar standard gauge set of two-tone brown Baby State passenger cars with cream inserts and copper journals in
OBs including; 310 baggage,  309 Pullman and a 312 observation.  The cars are C8, except for the roof on the observation
which has some nicks and is C7.  The 309 Pullman box has a paste on label which is fully intact with bright and clean color
graphics.  The OBs are complete with all flaps and are very clean.

2132 Lionel prewar standard gauge 309 two-tone brown Pullman with cream inserts and copper journals in OB, C8.  The OB is
very clean, has all flaps attached and paste on label fully intact.

2133 Lionel prewar standard gauge 515 Ivory tank, version with two Sunoco decals, brass trim and copper journals in worn OB.
One decal has a chip. The tank is C8.

2134 Lionel prewar standard gauge gray passenger set no. 352E, circa 1926-27 including; 10E electric loco with black frame and
Super Motor, 332 baggage, 339 Pullman and 341 observation.  The cars have maroon inserts and nickel journals.  The loco
has been rewheeled.  Set is C6-7.

2135 Lionel prewar standard  gauge original boxes only for 332 baggage, 339 Pullman and 341 observation.  The boxes are all
marked P.BLUE.  The 339 box is missing two interior flaps. The other two boxes have all flaps attached.

2136 Lionel prewar standard gauge reproduction of the Lionel cardboard Industrial dealer display.  The dealer display shows
pictures of the Hell Gate bridge, Roundhouse and Power Station.  The display is in new condition.

2137 Lionel prewar standard gauge cab only for a 9E gunmetal electric loco that has nickel trim and a brass and red plate.  The
cab shows paint wear by one of the pantographs, otherwise is C8.

2138 Lionel prewar standard gauge Stephen Girard two-tone green passenger set no. 364E in individual OBs including; 9E
electric loco, 424 Liberty Bell Pullman, 425 Stephen Girard Pullman and a Coral Isle observation with a Pennsylvania
Limited keystone on the railing.  The cars have cream inserts, brass trim and journals.  The loco has been rewheeled.  This
is a high quality original set, C8.  The OBs are complete with all flaps attached.

2139 Lionel prewar standard gauge original box only for a 215 tank car.  Box is complete with all flaps and has some staining.
Also included is an original box only for a 312 observation car.  The box is marked P. BLUE.  The box is complete with all
flaps.

2140 Lionel prewar standard gauge original boxes only for a red 360 passenger set including; 8 loco, 332 baggage, 337 Pullman
and 338 observation.  The loco box has all flaps attached and is missing a small section on one corner.  The passenger car
boxes have all flaps attached.

2141 Lionel prewar standard gauge 116 Lionel City station with red base and trim, beige, almost white walls, nickel clock inserts
and silver painted lights in OB with original cardboard insert.  The paint on the station is very bright and clean and has
some minor paint nicks, otherwise the station is C8.  The box shows wear.

2142 Lionel prewar standard gauge 211 black flatcar with wood load and 212 45N green gondola both with nickel trim and
journals.  The 211 flatcar is C6-7.  The gondola is C6.

2143 Lionel prewar standard gauge 213 cream cattle car with maroon roof and door guides, brass plates, nickel trim and
journals, C7.

2144 Lionel prewar standard gauge 214 yellow boxcar with brown roof and door guides, nickel trim and journals, C7.

2145 Lionel prewar standard gauge 214R white refrigerator car with light blue roof, nickel trim and journals.  The roof of the car
has a couple spots of surface rust, otherwise the rest of the car is C7.

2146 Lionel prewar standard gauge 215 aluminum Sunoco tank with nickel trim and journals.  Tank has some scratches, C6.
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2147 Lionel prewar standard gauge 216 dark green hopper with black lettered brass plates, nickel trim and journals, C6.  Also
included is a set of black lettered nickel plates.

2148 Lionel prewar standard gauge 217 red caboose with nickel trim, C7.

2149 Lionel prewar standard gauge 436 Power station with gray base, terra cotta walls, cream roof cornices and window inserts,
pea green window frames and skylight, Mojave chimney base, red chimney and brass plates.  The power station is C6.

2150 Lionel prewar standard gauge apple green passenger set no. 409E, circa 1929 including;  408E electric loco with red
lettered brass plates, 419 baggage/Parlor car, 418 Pullman, 431 dining car and a 490 observation.  The loco has been
rewheeled.  Set is C7.

2151 Lionel prewar 435 power station with gray base, mustard walls, terra cotta roof cornices, dark green window and door
frames, pea green window inserts, green skylight, Mojave chimney base and red chimney, C7.

2152 Lionel prewar O gauge Frank & Seder Dept. store passenger set no. 5226, circa 1935 including; 259 glossy black steam
loco with nickel trim, 261T tender with nickel trim, brass L plate and copper journals, two 603 Pullmans and a 604
observation.  The passenger cars are red with black roofs, cream inserts and nickel journals.  The loco and tender are C7-8.
The passenger cars are C7.

2153 Lionel prewar O gauge two red 603 Pullmans with black roofs, cream inserts and nickel journals.  Cars are C6-7.

2154 Lionel prewar O gauge two 54 pea green gooseneck lamp posts.  The lamp posts have paint touch up and are C6.

2155 Lionel prewar O gauge terra cotta/maroon  passenger set no. 144, circa 1931-32 including; 262 black steam loco with brass
and copper trim, 262T tender with brass, copper trim and journals, two 613 Pullmans and a 614 observation.  The cars have
cream inserts and copper journals.   Set is C7-8.

2156 Lionel prewar O gauge 615 terra cotta and maroon baggage with cream inserts and copper journals, C7.

2157 Lionel prewar O gauge yellow and brown Union Pacific streamliner passenger set no. 751E in individual OBs and set box,
circa 1934 including; 752E power unit with the word gauge incorrectly spelled, 753 coach, 754 observation and two 752T
vestibules.  The die-cast underbellies are straight and solid.  Set is C7.  The individual OBs have all flaps attached.  The set
box has one interior flap missing and is damaged.

2158 Lionel prewar O gauge yellow and brown 753 Union Pacific streamlined passenger car with 752T vestibule.  The die-cast
underbelly is straight and solid.  Car is C6-7.

2159 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set including; 225 black steam loco, 2245W die-cast tender, 2755 gray Sunoco tank, X2758
Pennsylvania boxcar and a 2757 Pennsylvania caboose.  The loco and tender is C7-8.  The roof on the caboose has a nick.
The freight cars are C7.

2160 Lionel prewar O gauge three no. 57 lamp posts with street names; one orange with Fifth Avenue and 42nd Street, one
orange with Main Street and Broadway and one yellow with Main Street and Broadway.  Lamp posts are C6-7.

2161 Lionel prewar O gauge red and aluminum passenger set including; 249 gunmetal steam loco, 2265T tender, two 610
Pullmans and a 612 observation.  The set has all nickel trim and journals. The loco is C6-7, the tender is C8 and the cars
are C6.  Also included is a Lionel prewar O gauge red and aluminum 610 Pullman with nickel trim and scroll plates, C6.

2162 Lionel prewar three 53 Mojave lamp posts.  The lamp posts have some paint touch up.  Lamps are C6-7.

2163 Lionel prewar O gauge 265E black Commodore Vanderbilt steam loco with brass L plaque and nickel trim and a 265T
tender with nickel trim and journals, C6-7.
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2164 Lionel prewar O gauge red and maroon passenger cars with cream inserts and nickel journals including; three 1685
Pullmans and a 1687 observation.  One of the Pullmans has a repainted roof.  Cars are C6-7.  Also included is a Williams
red and maroon 1686 baggage with cream doors and nickel journals, C8.

2165 Lionel prewar O gauge 254 olive green electric loco with black lettered brass plates.  One coupler has been reattached.
The loco has been rewheeled.  Loco is C6-7.

2166 Lionel prewar O gauge chrome and red streamliner passenger set no. 1071E with fluted sides including; 1700E Power car,
two 1701 coaches and 1702 observation.  The set is C7, except for the observation that has some light corrosion.
Observation is C6.

2167 Lionel prewar O gauge accessories including; 308 die-cast railroad sign set in worn OB, 65 whistle controller in OB and
eight figures. The 308 and 65 are C8.  The Also included are Lionel postwar accessories; 153 automatic block signal and
control with packet that has all contents and a 310 billboard set both in OBs.

2168 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set no. 239E containing; 260E black steam loco with brass and copper trim, a 260T tender
with brass trim and nickel journals, 812 dark green gondola, 813 orange cattle car with pea green roof and door guides, 814
cream boxcar with orange roof and door guides, 815 silver Sunoco tank and a 817 peacock caboose with dark green roof.
The freight cars have brass trim.  The gondola, boxcar and caboose have nickel journals and the cattle and tank have
copper journals.  The roof on the boxcar has been repainted.  The loco and tender have cream striping.  The set is C5.

2169 Lionel prewar O gauge 248 orange electric loco with peacock inserts, brass trim and nickel journals and a 252 peacock
electric loco with brass trim and nickel journals.  The wheels on the 248 are starting to disintegrate and the wheels on the
peacock loco are deteriorating.  Locos are C5.

2170 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars with black journals including; 2812 burnt orange gondola, 2755 gray Sunoco tank that
has been restored, 3814 brown Merchandise boxcar, 3811 operating log dump with logs and 3859 operating dump car.
Cars are C6.

2171 Lionel prewar O gauge 2816 black rubber-stamped hopper with black trim and journals, C7-8.

2172 Lionel prewar five 53 ivory lamp posts, C5.

2173 Lionel prewar O gauge 259E black steam loco with brass L plaque and a 1689T tender with nickel journals,  both with
nickel trim in OBs, C7.  Boxes are worn with tape repair.

2174 Lionel prewar 97 motorized coal loader with a bag of 207 coal, C7.

2175 Lionel prewar O gauge yellow and brown Union Pacific City of Denver streamlined passenger set no. 299W including;
636W power car, two 637 coaches and a 638 observation.  Set is C5.

2176 Lionel prewar standard gauge 124 Lionel City station with gray base, terra cotta walls, cream chimneys, window and door
frames, pea green roof, brass trim and light fixtures, C6.

2177 Lionel prewar standard gauge freight cars including; 11 flatcar missing the brake wheels, 112 red Lake Shore gondola, 112
dark olive green N.Y.N.H.&H. gondola and a 116 maroon N.Y.N.H.&H.R.R. ballast car.  Also included is Lionel prewar
standard gauge 332 peacock baggage with red doors, orange inserts and nickel journals, 36 dark olive green observation
missing wheels and a  500 series black frame with nickel journals.  All of the cars are C4-5.

2178 Lionel prewar standard gauge accessories; 25 cream bumper with red stripes, 89 ivory flag pole with black finial, 90
flagpole base only and a 90 flag pole with landscaped base and black finial both with flags that are detached but included.
One of the flags is torn.  Also included is a 439 panel board with crackle red finish and two 77 automatic crossing gates
with brass plates, black bases and mechanism boxes that have nickel covers.  The panel board is C6 and the other
accessories are C5.
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2179 Lionel prewar standard gauge 163 freight accessory set including; two red 157 hand trucks, 162 orange truck with peacock
bin and a 161 pea green baggage truck.  Also included are two 45N green 161 baggage trucks, 162 yellow truck with blue
bin and a 162 orange truck with blue bin.  Accessories are C5.

2180 Lionel prewar standard gauge 1835E black steam loco with black domes and stack, brass and red LL keystone and nickel
trim and a 1835W black die-cast tender with nickel and brass trim and brass journals both in OBs.  The loco is C7.  The
tender casting is warped, C6.  The tender is in an incorrect 385W box.  The loco OB has an original cardboard insert.  OBs
are complete with all flaps.

2181 Lionel prewar standard gauge blue passenger cars with aluminum roofs and inserts and nickel journals including; 310
baggage, 309 Pullman and 312 observation.  Cars are C5.

2182 Lionel prewar standard gauge accessories; three 79 flashing signals, one that has been repainted and two missing parts, 83
flashing traffic signal, two 99N train control block signals with red bases and ladders, aluminum poles and nickel plates
and a 78 train signal with maroon base, dark green ladder, Mojave ladder, white signal head and track clip.  Please view
photo to verify selection and condition.  This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2183 Lionel prewar 189 villa with terra cotta base, ivory walls and peacock roof with dormers and a 191 lithographed brick villa
with apple green roof and no dormers.  The roof on the 191 has been repainted.  The buildings are C5.

2184 Lionel prewar standard gauge two 280 red bridges with black lettered brass plates.  The bridges have been repainted.

2185 Lionel prewar standard gauge 102 bridge with two 104 center spans and a pair of 100 approaches.  Also included is a extra
104 center span, one 100 approach and two 20 90-degree crossings.  Please view photo to verify selection and condition.
This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2186 Lionel reproduction of the no. 24 trainman with swinging arm holding lantern dealer display, circa 1930 complete with
motor in OB.

2187 Lionel prewar two wooden bulb boxes with bulbs, 812T tool set in OB and a 550 miniature railroad figures set missing two
figures, the male passenger with suitcase and the engineer. The porter in the set is missing the footstool. The set lid which
is damaged is included with the 550 set. The figures from the 550 set have moderate paint loss.  The 812T tool set is C8.
The box for the 812T is complete with all flaps.

2188 Lionel prewar two type V 150-watts transformer, one with black lettered plate and one with red lettered plate.  The
transformers are missing all of the lens caps.  The transformers are C6.

2189 Lionel prewar two type Z 250-watts transformers.  The transformers are missing the lens caps.  Transformers are C6.

2190 Lionel prewar standard gauge red passenger set no. 360, circa 1931 including; 8 electric loco missing the pantograph, 332
baggage, 337 Pullman and a 338 observation.  The loco has cream insert and stripe and the cars have cream inserts and
nickel journals.  The baggage car is a different shade of red.  The set has been restored to look like new.

2191 Lionel prewar standard gauge olive green passenger set no. 347E including; 8E electric loco missing both headlights, 337
Pullman and a 338 observation.  The cars have maroon inserts and nickel journals.  The loco has been rewheeled.  The set
is C5.

2192 Lionel prewar standard gauge 115 Lionel City station with red base and trim, ivory walls, brass clock inserts and aluminum
painted light fixtures.  The metal light bracket has surface corrosion, otherwise the station is C7.

2193 Lionel prewar standard gauge 10 peacock electric loco.  The loco has been rewheeled.  Loco is C5.  Also included is a 10E
Mojave electric loco that has been restored, but the cab is bent.

2194 Lionel prewar standard gauge light brown passenger cars with dark brown roofs, cream inserts and copper journals
including; 310 baggage, 309 Pullman and 312 observation.  Cars are C5-6.
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2195 Lionel prewar standard gauge 380 maroon electric loco.  The loco has been modified with a number board and two lights
added to the front.  The cab shell has been repainted.

2196 Lionel prewar standard gauge dark green passenger cars with maroon window sills and doors including; 19 Parlor/Baggage
car, 18 Pullman and a 190 observation.  The roof on one side of the Pullman is loose and attached with tape.  The roofs on
the cars have been repainted and the bodies are C5.

2197 Lionel prewar standard gauge 124 Lionel City station with gray base, terra cotta walls, cream trim, pea green roof, window
inserts and doors, brass plates and nickel light fixtures. The base on the station has been painted.  Also included is a 126
Lionelville station with 45N green base, mustard walls and chimneys, red roof and window inserts, white window and door
frames and brass plates.  Both stations are C5.

2198 William Reproductions of a Lionel prewar standard gauge 408E two-tone brown electric loco with red lettered brass plates.
The engine has two McCoy motors.  The wheels have started to disintegrate.  Loco is C7-8.

2199 LTI reproduction of a Lionel prewar standard gauge 381E dark olive green electric loco with apple green striping.  The
engine has a Bild-A-Loco motor and is C7.

2200 Lionel prewar O gauge 763E gunmetal steam loco with a 2263W tender that has nickel journals and both have nickel trim.
Loco and tender are C7.

2201 Lionel prewar O gauge two-tone green passenger set no. 1190W, circa 1941 including; 1666 black steam loco, 2666W
tender with black journals, two 2640 Pullmans and a 2641 observation.  The cars have cream inserts and black journals.
The tender shell is cracked.  The set is C4-5.

2202 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars with automatic couplers including; 2680 orange Shell tank, 2660 crane with cream cab,
red roof and olive green boom, two 3659 dump cars, two 2620 searchlight cars, one missing the searchlight and a 2657 red
caboose.  The 2620 searchlight car missing the searchlight is C4 and all of the other cars are C5.

2203 Lionel prewar O gauge passenger set no. 292 in set box containing; 248 electric loco, 629 Pullman and a 630 observation.
The set has been painted dark red with peacock inserts and has nickel journals. The set box has some staining.

2204 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set no. 8100W, circa 1941 including; 204 electric loco, 0-2689WX tender, 654 gray Sunoco
tank, 655 cream boxcar with brown roof and door guides and a 657 red caboose with Tuscan roof.  The set has nickel trim
and black journals.  Set is C6 except for the tank which is C5.

2205 Lionel prewar O gauge peacock passenger set no. 296 including; 253 electric loco, two 607 Pullmans and a 608
observation.  The set has orange inserts and nickel journals.  The wheels on the loco are starting to disintegrate and loco is
missing a headlight.  Loco is C5.  The passenger cars are C6.

2206 Lionel prewar O gauge accessories including; 45 automatic gateman with aluminum painted pole, brass sign and finial,  58
peacock gooseneck lamp, 69 olive green warning bell with brass sign and finial and a 1574 clock.  The gateman is C5 and
the rest of the accessories are C6.

2207 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars with brass trim and nickel journals including; 813 orange cattle car with pea green roof
and door guides, 814 cream boxcar with orange roof and door guides and a 816 red hopper.  Also included are freight cars
with nickel trim and journals; 810 crane with cream cab, red roof and 45N green boom missing two hand rails and 817 red
caboose with one broken coupler.  The cars are C4-5.

2208 Lionel prewar O gauge Mojave passenger set no. 98 in individual OBs and set box containing; 253 electric loco missing
the pickup assembly, two 610 Pullmans and a 612 observation.  The loco has black lettered brass plates and nickel journals.
The cars have red inserts and nickel journals. The set is C6.  The individual car OBs are damaged and have no end flaps.
The loco box is complete with all flaps.  The set box is worn.
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2209 Lionel prewar O gauge 1688 black steam loco with a 1689T tender and a 1684 gunmetal steam loco with a 2689WX tender
missing a journal box.  Also included is a 224 black steam loco.  The locos and tenders are C6 except for the 2689WX
tender which is C5.

2210 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars including;  two 810 cranes with terra cotta cabs, maroon roofs, peacock booms, brass
trim, nickel knobs, one with nickel journals and one with copper journals, 813 orange cattle car with pea green roof and
door guides, brass trim and journals and a 814 cream boxcar with orange roof and door guides, brass trim and copper
journals, C4-5.  Also included is an 812 gondola that has been painted black and a 2810 crane that has been painted black
and is missing all hand rails and both couplers.

2211 Lionel prewar O gauge 262E black steam loco with brass and copper trim and a 262T tender with brass trim and copper
journals.  The loco has the cowcatcher broken off but included and is missing one hand rail. The loco and tender are C5.
Also included is a 259 black steam loco with red frame that has been painted, 1689T black tender missing a set of wheels
and a 2689T gunmetal tender.  Please view photo to verify condition of the 259 loco and two tenders.

2212 American Flyer prewar O gauge cast-aluminum Burlington Zephyr streamliner passenger set no. 9900 including; 9910
power car, 9911 baggage/combo car, 9913 coach and a 9912 observation.  Set is C6.

2213 American Flyer prewar O gauge accessories including; 2116 automatic danger signal and a 2016 automatic danger signal
with large bell.  Also included Chein Toy Town lithographed station.  All accessories are C5.

2214 American Flyer prewar O gauge two black 1218 steeple cab electric locos, one missing the bell and both missing the
pantograph.  The locos are C6-7.

2215 American Flyer prewar O gauge eight-wheel red lithographed passenger cars with black frames and roofs including; 1205
baggage, three 1306 coaches and a 1207 observation.  Cars are C6.

2216 American Flyer prewar O gauge 3322 black steam loco that has been restored and rewheeled.  Also included is a 421 black
sheet metal tender with all nickel trim, C7.

2217 American Flyer prewar O gauge eight-wheel freight cars with gray trucks, brass trim and journals in worn OBs including;
3207 green sand car, 3208 Rookie Tan boxcar with turquoise roof, 3216 blue log car with red cross piece, 3019 green
dump car and a 3017 two-tone red caboose.  Also included is an eight-wheel 3015 orange boxcar with green roof, brass
trim and journals and black trucks in OB.  The 3216 log car has been repainted.  The other cars are C7.

2218 American Flyer prewar O gauge eight-wheel red passenger cars with brass trim, black trucks and brass journals including;
two 3171 Pullmans and a 3172 observation.  Also included are eight-wheel green passenger cars with brass trim, gray
trucks and brass journals including; 3161 Pullman and a 3162 observation.  Cars are C5.

2219 American Flyer prewar O gauge lithographed Hiawatha passenger set no. 622, circa 1936 including; unnumbered wind-up
Hiawatha loco, 3192 tender, 1122 baggage and two 1123 passenger cars.  The four-wheel cars are red with black trim.
Loco and tender are C5 and the cars are C6.

2220 American Flyer prewar O gauge lithographed Hiawatha passenger set including; 634 steam loco, 3192 tender and four
1123 passenger cars.  The four-wheel passenger cars are red with black trim.  The loco and tender are C6 and the cars are
C5.

2221 American Flyer prewar O gauge orange lithographed Oriental Limited passenger set no. 1820, circa 1927 including; 3012
electric loco, 1205 baggage, 1286 Paul Revere coach and a 1287 Lexington observation.  Set is C5.

2222 American Flyer prewar O gauge The Comet blue, silver and gray lithographed streamliner passenger set no. 922RT, circa
1936 including; 861-T power car, three 584 coaches and an unnumbered trailing car.  The set is C6-7.

2223 American Flyer prewar O gauge blue-green eight-wheel passenger cars with silver roofs, gray trucks, brass trim and
journals including; three 3171 Pullmans and a 3171 observation.  Cars are C5.
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2224 American Flyer prewar O gauge freight set all in individual OBs including; 568 loco/tender combination consisting of an
566 black steam loco rubber-stamped 806 and a 567 Union Pacific tender, 478 white boxcar with red roof, 486 yellow
hopper, 480 silver tank with blue base and 484 red caboose. One truck side frame on the tender is broken.  Set is C7.   The
OBs have most of the flaps attached and show some wear.

2225 American Flyer prewar O gauge eight-wheel freight cars with black trucks, brass trim and journals including;  two 3207
green sand cars, 3208 orange boxcar with turquoise roof, 3210 silver tank car with green frame, 3025 wrecker car with red
cab and black boom, two 3009 light green dump cars, 3216 green log car and a 3211 red caboose.   Cars are C4-5.

2226 American Flyer prewar O gauge eight-wheel freight cars with gray trucks, brass trim and journals including; two 3216
orange log cars, one missing the load, 3206 orange machinery car, 3207 green sand car, a 3208 Rookie tan boxcar with
green roof and a 3211 red caboose.  Cars are C4-5.

2227 American Flyer prewar accessories including; 234 lithographed Suburban station, 220 station clock, 206 danger signal,
2222 crossing gate, 208 double arm semaphore,  two 2206 highway flashing signals with rectangular bases and two 2017
danger signals with lights, both missing the ladders and one missing the light.  Accessories are C4-5.

2228 American Flyer prewar O gauge cast-aluminum Burlington Zephyr streamliner passenger set no. 9900 including; 9910
power car, 9911 baggage/combo car, 9913 coach and a 9912 observation.  Set is C5-6.

2229 Lionel prewar OO gauge freight set no. 0080, circa 1938 including; 001 black steam loco, 002W New York Central tender,
0014 cream boxcar, 0015 silver Sunoco tank, 0016 gray Southern Pacific Lines hopper and a 0017 red Pennsylvania
caboose.  The tender should be an 001W.  The loco and tender are C7-8.  The cars are C6.

2230 Lionel prewar OO gauge freight set no. 0082W including; 002 black steam loco, 002W New York Central tender, 0024
Pennsylvania boxcar, 0025 black Shell tank and a 0027 NYC caboose.  The loco is missing one hand rail.  The set is C6-7.

2231 Lionel prewar OO gauge freight set no. 0090T including; 003 black steam loco, 003T New York Central tender, 0044
Southern Pacific Lines boxcar, 0045 black Shell tank, 0046 black Southern Pacific Lines hopper and a 0047 red NYC
caboose.  The loco is C8.  The tender and cars are C7.

2232 Lionel prewar OO gauge freight set no. 0092W including; 004 black steam loco missing the bell, 004T New York Central
tender, 0074 Pennsylvania boxcar, 0075 black Shell tank and 0077 red NYC caboose.  The set is C7-8.

2233 Lionel prewar OO gauge three rail track including; ten 0062 straight track sections, twelve 0061 curve track sections and
0064 curve track section that has a crack in it with electrical connectors.  The track has paint on it from a layout.

2234 Lionel prewar OO gauge wide radius two rail track including; eleven 0031 curve track sections, 0032 straight track
sections and a 0034 curve track with electrical connector.  The track is C-7.

2235 Lionel prewar O gauge eight-wheel freight cars with nickel trim and journals including; two 651 45N green flatcars with
wood loads, 652 yellow gondola, 654 silver Sunoco tank, 655 cream boxcar with maroon roof and door guides, 656 gray
cattle car with red roof and door guides, 659 dark green hopper, 620 red searchlight car missing the searchlight and 657 red
caboose.  The cars are C5-6.

2236 Lionel prewar O gauge 0440 signal bridge with terra cotta bases, Mojave bridge, maroon walkway, brass hand rail and rail
supports.  Bridge is C6-7.

2237 Lionel prewar O gauge four-wheel freight cars with brass trim and nickel journals including; two 831 dark green flatcars
with wood loads, one with OB, 804 terra tank, three 804 silver tanks, 806 orange cattle car with maroon roof and door
guides, 803 peacock hopper and two 803 dark green hoppers one in OB.  One of the dark green hoppers is C7.  The rest of
the cars are C5-6.
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2238 Lionel prewar O gauge accessories; 119 brass tunnel that is bent,  165 magnetic crane with gray tower structures and a
165C controller, two 270 red girder bridges with nickel plates and a 101 bridge consisting of a 104 center span and two 100
approaches,  The boom on the 165 is broken.  Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2239 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set including; 259E gunmetal steam loco, 1689T tender, 651 45N green flatcar with wood
load in OB, 653 apple green hopper, 654 silver Sunoco tank in OB and a 657 red caboose.  The set has all nickel trim and
journals.  The tender has heavy paint touch up.  The 651 is C7 and the rest of the set is C6.

2240 Lionel prewar O gauge lithographed freight set including; 1684 black steam loco, 1689W tender, 1679 yellow Baby Ruth
boxcar with red roof, 1680 orange Shell tank and a 1682 red caboose.  The set has black journals and is C5.

2241 Lionel prewar O gauge passenger cars including; peacock passenger cars with orange inserts and nickel journals; two 607
Pullmans and a 608 observation missing a coupler, two red with cream inserts, black roofs and coper journals; 603 Pullman
missing a journal box and a 604 observation missing two journal boxes and two 607 apple green Pullmans with dark green
roofs, cream inserts and copper journals.  The roofs on the peacock passenger cars have been repainted.  Cars are C5.  Also
included are red passenger cars with cream inserts and nickel journals;  two 603 Pullmans and a 604 observation.  The cars
are in pieces.

2242 Lionel prewar O gauge eight-wheel freight cars with brass trim and copper journals; 812 dark green gondola, two 820
searchlight cars with terra cotta bases, 814 cream boxcar with orange roof and door guides, 814 cream boxcar with orange
roof and pea green door guides and a 817 red caboose with peacock roof.  Cars are C5-6.

2243 Lionel prewar O gauge two 47 double crossing gates and one worn OB missing all flaps.  One of the gates has aluminum
pedestrian gates and one has gray pedestrian gates.  The gates are C6.

2244 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars with brass trim and nickel journals; 811 maroon flatcar with wood load, 812 Mojave
gondola, 816 red hopper, 810 crane with terra cotta cab, maroon roof, peacock boom and nickel knobs and a 817 peacock
caboose with dark green roof that has been repainted.  The cars are C5.

2245 Lionel prewar O gauge accessories; four 57 orange street lights with Main Street and Broadway street signs, two in parts,
one repainted, six dark green 59 gooseneck lamp posts, two repainted, two 58 lamp posts in parts, one Mojave and one
olive green and three 58 lamp posts, two green and one maroon.  Also included is a  MTH silver 25th Anniversary street
lamp.  Please view photo to verify condition and selection.  This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2246 Lionel prewar O gauge lithographed freight car with black journals  including; 1677 red gondola, 1679 yellow Baby Ruth
boxcar with red roof, 1680 orange Shell tank, 1680 silver Sunoco tank and a 1682 brown NYC caboose.  The 1679, 1680
silver and 1682 caboose are in OBs.  Also included are lithographed freight cars with black journals including; 2677 red
gondola, 2679 yellow Baby Ruth boxcar with red roof and a 2682 brown NYC caboose.   Cars are C6.

2247 Lionel prewar O gauge orange passenger cars with wood grain inserts and no journals including; two 603 Pullmans and a
604 observation.  Also included is a 602 dark green baggage car with wood grain doors and a repainted 602 orange boxcar
with wood grain doors.  Cars are C5.

2248 Lionel prewar O gauge 152 gray electric loco with detached bell that is included and four-wheel freight cars including; 902
maroon Lake Shore gondola, three 800 orange Penn R.R. boxcars, one repainted and one with a repainted roof, two 802
pea green Union Stock Lines cattle cars and an 801 maroon Wabash caboose with black roof.  Cars are C5.

2249 Lionel prewar O gauge 258 black steam loco with brass and copper trim and a 258T tender with brass trim and nickel
journals, both with red striping.  Striping has been redone.  The loco has been partially repainted.  Also included is a 248
electric loco repainted red.

2250 Ives prewar wide gauge olive green passenger set  including; 3241 electric loco, 171-3 Buffet and a 173-3 observation The
set has gold rubber-stamping and the cars have brass journals.  The roof and top of the engine have been repainted.  The set
is C6-7.
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2251 Ives prewar wide gauge 3235 brown electric loco in pieces and two brown passenger cars; 184 Club car and a 186
observation.  Also included are 600 white lamp post with a wide brim reflector,  two 330 semaphores, track clips and a
semaphore.  Please view photo to verify selection and condition.  This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2252 Ives prewar O gauge lithographed olive green passenger set no. 501 including;  3251 electric loco, 550 baggage, 551 Chair
Car and a 552 Parlor Car.  The roof on the 551 Chair car has been repainted.  The roofs on the other two cars and engine
are flaking, otherwise the rest of the set is C6.

2253 Ives prewar O gauge 1125 black steam loco with plates under the cab windows, solid pony wheels and spoked drivers and
a 25 rubber-stamped Limited Vestibule Express eight-wheel tender.  Loco and tender are C6-7.

2254 Ives prewar O gauge no. 65 lithographed Live Stock Transportation stock car with black frame and T trucks, C7.

2255 Ives prewar O gauge 67 lithographed Pennsylvania Lines caboose with solid gray roof, white cupola, dark green frame and
T trucks, C7.

2256 Ives prewar O gauge passenger set no. 402 including; 1118 black steam loco with plates under the cab windows, 11 N.Y.C.
& H.R. four-wheel tender and three lithographed brown passenger cars with brown painted roofs; 60 baggage, 61 Chair
Car and a 62 Parlor Car.  Set is C7-8.

2257 Ives prewar O gauge 1125 black steam loco with plates under the cab windows, spoked pony wheels and spoked drivers
and a 25 rubber-stamped eight-wheel tender.  Loco and tender are C7.

2258 Bing prewar O gauge lithographed freight cars including; 4226  Old Dutch Cleanser Cudahy Refrigerator Line car, 165
Pennsylvania Lines gondola and a 20 Tons hopper.  Cars are C5-6.

2259 Bing prewar O gauge black cast iron clockwork 0-4-0 steam loco and four-wheel tender.  BING is embossed underneath
the cab windows.

2260 Bing prewar O gauge lithographed passenger set including; black cast iron clockwork 0-4-0 steam loco missing the
headlight, 1012 four-wheel tender, 501 baggage, 617 coach and a 529 observation.  The four-wheel cars have painted tan
roofs, black frames and PENNSYLVANIA LINES above the windows.  Set is C7-8.  Also included is a Bing partially
restored water tank.

2261 Bing prewar O or 1 gauge lithographed and painted 10/621 water house with semaphore and clockwork warning bell, C7.

2262 Doll & Cie prewar O or 1 gauge painted crossing gate.  The paint is flaking.  The crossing gate is C5.

2263 Doll & Cie prewar 1 gauge lithographed passenger waiting platform with two original train destination signs.  The ticket
stand is missing from the center.   Platform is C7.

2264 Marklin prewar 2647/8 (32450) European city destination stand with ten signs, C7.

2265 Doll & Cie prewar hand painted steam toy no. 788 mill house with hammer work mechanism, C7.

2266 Bing prewar railroad crossing signal with bell.  The sign has a chip out of it and the bell mechanism is missing, otherwise
is C7.

2267 Lionel prewar assembly blue print for a 700E steam loco.  The blue print is a copy of the original.    The blueprint has a red
stamp on the back that reads PRINTED NOV 17 1942 LIONEL

2268 Lionel prewar O gauge Mojave passenger set no. 98 in individual OBs and set box including; 253 electric loco, two 610
Pullman and a 612 observation.  The cars have maroon inserts and nickel journals.  Set is C6-7.  The individual OBs and
set box show some wear.
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2269 Lionel prewar O gauge four-wheel freight cars including; 831 dark green flatcar with wood load, nickel trim and journals,
803 peacock hopper with brass trim and nickel journals, 805 pea green boxcar with orange roof and door guides and copper
journals and a 806 orange cattle car with maroon roof and door guides and copper journals.  Cars are C6.

2270 Lionel prewar O gauge maroon passenger set no. 160, circa 1917-19 in set box containing; 150 loco, two 600 Pullmans, 88
rheostat and eight curve track sections.  The cars are rubber-stamped NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES over the windows.
The rubber-stamping on the loco is faded.  Set is C7.  Both labels on the set box are intact and have nice color graphics.

2271 Lionel prewar O gauge red tender and passenger cars from the 278E Red Comet passenger set, circa 1935 including; 261T
tender with brass plates and nickel journals, two 603 Pullmans and a 604 observation.  The cars have white inserts and
nickel journals.  The loco is missing from the set.  Set is C5.

2272 Lionel prewar O gauge 763E gunmetal steam Hudson loco with a 2263W tender that has all nickel trim.  The loco and
tender have been restored to look like new.

2273 Lionel prewar O gauge 1664 black steam loco and a 1689T tender with a gunmetal base and black top.  The 1664 has a
paint touch up on the top of the boiler.  Also included is a 1666 black steam loco with a 2666W tender.  The 2666W is
missing the whistle and has an incorrect rear postwar truck.  The 1666 loco is C7.

2274 Lionel prewar O gauge 2815 orange Shell tank and two 2817 red cabooses one with a worn OB.  The cars have nickel trim
and journals.  Also included is an 810 crane with cream cab, red roof, 45N green boom, black knobs, nickel trim and
incorrect trucks and a 811 aluminum flatcar with nickel trim and copper journals.  The crane is missing a hand rail.  The
shell tank, 811 and 810 are C5.  The cabooses are C7.

2275 Lionel prewar O gauge original set box only for freight set no. 293 which included a 252 olive green electric loco, 803
hopper, 804 tank, 805 boxcar and a 807 caboose.  The box has no split corners and has both labels fully intact.

2276 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars with nickel trim and black journals including; 652 burnt orange gondola, 654 orange
Shell tank and two 657 red cabooses, one with an OB.   Also included are freight cars with nickel trim and black journals
including; two 2654 orange Shell tanks, 3652 yellow operating gondola, 2660 crane with cream cab, red roof and green
boom, 657 red caboose with Tuscan roof and a 3659 red dump car that has nickel journals and has been restored.  The cars
are C6-7, except for the 3652 yellow gondola which is C5.

2277 Lionel prewar O gauge lithographed freight set including; 1666E gunmetal steam loco, 2689W tender,  2679 yellow Baby
Ruth boxcar with peacock roof, missing one door and door guide, 2680 silver Sunoco tank and 2682 red caboose.  The loco
and tender have nickel trim.  The tender and cars have nickel journals.  Also included are lithographed freight cars with
nickel journals including; two 1680 tanks, one orange Shell tank and one silver Sunoco tank, two 1679 yellow Baby Ruth
boxcars with peacock roofs, one missing a door and three 1682 red cabooses.  All of the cars are C6 except for one of the
1682 cabooses which is damaged.  Please view photo to verify selection and condition.  This lot will be sold as is with no
returns.

2278 Lionel prewar selection of parts and cars including; 811 flatcar, 167 whistle controller, standard gauge wheels, bells and
other parts  Also included is an American Flyer 1218 electric loco, 1105 baggage and Williams reproduction standard
gauge motor parts.  Please view photo to verify selection and condition.  This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2279 Lionel prewar O gauge chocolate brown and yellow 637 coach and vestibule, two 605 coaches with nickel journals, painted
red, 1689W gunmetal tender with nickel trim and journals.  1688E gunmetal loco cab only, 1689T gunmetal tender, 1689
black steam loco missing parts and a 1588 black four-wheel tender.   Please view photo to verify condition and selection.
This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2280 Lionel prewar O gauge three pairs of 021 pea green manual switches, three 025 black bumpers that have been repainted,
025 cream bumpers with red trim, two 081 controlling rheostats, 91 brown circuit breaker, 720 90-degree crossing, 020 90-
degree crossing and a 1021 90-degree crossing OB.  The accessories are C6, except for the 025 cream bumper and 91
circuit breaker which are C4.
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2281 Lionel prewar standard gauge 222 and 210 switches.  Please view photo to verify selection and condition.  This lot will be
sold as is with no returns.

2282 Lionel prewar standard gauge pair of 22 manual switches in an unusual yellow OB.  Switches are C6.   The label on the
box is fully intact.

2283 Lionel prewar standard gauge three 67 lamp posts, two dark green and one that has been repainted and six no. 61 dark
green lamp posts, two that have been repainted and one with a broken base.  Please view photo to verify selection and
condition.  This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2284 American Flyer prewar wide gauge accessories including; 2116 automatic crossing signal, 2206 die-cast highway flashing
signal missing the cross arm, 2210 double arm orange lamp post with a gray square base, 2210 orange double arm lamp
post with a green round base, two 2209 single arm turquoise lamp posts and a 2110 double arm brown lamp post.
Accessories are C5.

2285 American Flyer prewar Flyer wide gauge 4017 green sand car with gray fixed trucks and brass journals.  The car is missing
all journals on one set of trucks.  Also included is an American Flyer prewar 104 lithographed Kenilworth station and 4409
90-degree wide gauge crossover.  The car and station are C5 and crossover is C6.

2286 American Flyer prewar wide gauge 102 lithographed Central Station with a roof that has light green crackle paint on the
top and dark green enamel paint on the under side. The station has an orange base and chimneys. The station is C6.

2287 Dorfan prewar wide gauge 3930 medium green Loco-Builder engine with red window frames and Distance Remote
control.  The die-cast body on the loco is crumbling and is warped.

2288 Dorfan prewar wide gauge No. 804 Robins Egg blue lithographed Union Tank car equipped with Lionel standard gauge
trucks.  Car is C6.

2289 Custom made wooden station platform that measures 24 inches in length and 15 inches in width.  Platform is four inches
high.  Please view photo to verify condition of platform.

2290 Buddy L no. 206 Tank and sprinkler truck, circa 1924-1929.  The truck does not included the sprinkler attachment or metal
cans.  The truck has some paint touch up and is C6.

2291 Buddy L no. 205 hydraulic aerial fire truck, circa 1927-29.  The truck with the ladder down measures 39 inches in length
and without the ladder measures 29 1/2 inches in length.  The truck has some paint touch up and is C5.

2292 Buddy L 5813 Curtiss Candy trailer van, circa 1955 that has a green tractor and cream van with green roof.  The sides of
the trailer has Curtiss Butterfinger on one side and Curtiss Baby Ruth on the other side.  The truck measures 29 inches in
length.  Truck is C6.

2293 Keystone Packard American Railway Express truck that measures 26 inches in length.  Truck has paint touch up and is C5.

2294 Wyandotte Construction Co. winch truck with steam shovel that measures 23 inches in length.  The truck is C5.

2295 Model Toys Doepke no. 2006 Adams Motor Grader no. 512 that measures 26 inches in length, C8.

2296 Kingsbury motor driven wind-up red Sunbeam racer that measures 19 inches in length.  This car is a model of the car
driven by Major H. O. D. Segrave at Daytona Beach, Florida, where it competed to break the land speed record.  The car is
C6.

2297 Buffalo Toys Red Streak racer friction toy that measures 21 inches in length, C5.

2298 Sanyo Toy Co. Japanese tin lithographed friction no. 98 Indianapolis Style Yonezawa Champions Racer.  This racer was
modeled after the 1952 Indy 500 winning car.  The car measures 19 inches in length. The car is C7.
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2299 Bing gray lithographed two door garage with a tin lithographed wind-up black and gray two door sedan.  The garage is C5
and the car is C6.

2300 Katz Toys tin lithographed no. 187 The Pathfinder tri-motor airplane with a 22 inch wing span, C5.

2301 Bandai Japanese battery operated Honda motorcycle with rubber policeman figure and controller mechanism, C7.

2302 Rosko Toy made in Japan no. 073 battery operated tin Grand-Pa car in OB with original cardboard inserts, C9.

2303 Cragstan Toys made in Japan battery operated tin lithographed Overland stage coach, C7-8.

2304 Marx tin lithographed Flintstone Flivver friction car, C6.

2305 Marx battery operated Fred Flintstone on Dino the Dinosaur, C7.

2306 Marx battery operated no. 9933 mechanical walking tiger with controller.  Tiger is holding flowers and a hat, C7.

2307 Marx battery operated tin lithographed Snake Charmer, C7-8.

2308 Battery operated drinking Sea Captain on a tin lithographed base.  Original instructions are still intact on bottom of base,
C7.

2309 San made in Japan battery operated Musical Bulldog with tin lithographed piano on tin lithographed base, C7.

2310 Yonezawa made in Japan battery operated tin lithographed Teddy the Artist, C7.

2311 Yonezawa made in Japan battery operated Happy n Sad magic face clown with controller in OB, C8.

2312 Alps made in Japan battery operated happy fiddler clown on tin lithographed base, C7.

2313 Nomura Rosko tested made in Japan 0270 battery operated tin lithographed Pinocchio in OB.  Some of the brackets
holding the  xylophone pieces are missing, otherwise, Pinocchio is C7.  The OB is missing one section on one end.

2314 Gama Mechanik construction tower crane, C7.

2315 Shioji made in Japan S-1303 Friction powered antique truck in OB, C8.  Box shows some wear.

2316 TootsieToy no. 1210 die-cast three inch car and truck assortment in OB which originally contained two dozen vehicles.
The assortment contains; three 1950 Chevy panel, no. 235 orange oil tanker, blue 1949 Ford F1 pickup, yellow 1947
Jeepster, green 1955 Chevy Bel Air, green 1950 Chevy Fastback, red 1949 Ford Convertible, red Jaguar XK 120, green
1954 Ford Ranch wagon and a cream Ford Thunder Bird.  This box only has 12 vehicles.  Cars are C8.

2317 Remco Industries of Newark, NJ  no. 803 Giant Wheel Cowboys n Indians board game in individual OB.  The game is
factory new and has never been removed from the box, C10.  The box has bright and clean color graphics.

2318 Original master carton for Remco Industries of Newark, NJ  no. 803 Giant Wheel Cowboys n Indians board game which
contained six units.  Master carton is complete with all flaps but has one flap detached.

2319 Fleischmann no. 235 grinder with figure in OB, C9.  The OB is complete and has label intact.

2320 Lehmann no. 685 tin lithographed wind-up Alabama Coon Jigger, C7.

2321 Charlie McCarthy cardboard mechanical puppet. This was a premium from the Chase and Sanborn Radio Show, circa the
1930s.  The puppet measures 18 inches in length.  The puppet is complete and has clean color graphics.
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2322 Sun Rubber Co. Donald Duck and Pluto in car, Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck in fire truck and two airplanes with
Mickey Mouse pilots embossed MICKEYS AIR MAIL.  Also included is a Arcor Toys red rubber fire truck.  The toys
show some wear.

2323 Toonerville electric trolley reproduction by C&M Enterprises in OB, C9. Also included is a Toonerville Depot by C&M
Enterprises in OB, circa 1987, C10.

2324 Meccano No. 5X the 885 model construction outfit in green painted wooden box.  Also included are copies of Meccano
catalogs.  The lid on the wooden box is cracked.  Please view photo to verify selection and condition of contents.
Construction kit weighs 24 pounds.  When bidding please allow for shipping costs.

2325 Buddy L 5301 Texaco toy service station in OB.  Service station is complete with all components.  The metal base has one
corner which is missing paint.  The plastic parts from the set have yellowed due to age.

2326 Marx giant Blue & Gray battle play set in OB.  The play set is complete with all components including record, instruction
sheets and original paper packing bags.  The OB is complete with nice color graphics.

2327 Marx no. 5929 Civil War Centennial 1861-1865 play set, circa 1961-62  in OB.  The set is complete with all components,
instruction  sheets and original paper packing bags.  The OB is complete with nice color graphics.

2328 Tom Thumb Toy Town No. 1710 build your own toy village in OB with original instruction sheet, circa 1937.  The set is
wooden.  The set appears to be complete, C8.  OB has nice color graphics.

2329 Lionel advertisement sheet that reads Now They WHISTLE! that is framed and matted.

2330 Sheet music from Head Music Pub. Co. New York, circa 1911 with That Railroad Rag on the cover with a picture of a
train.  The sheet on the backside has The Ballad Success for the Season, Without You by Chas. Shackford and music by
Maurice Wolfe. This sheet music has been mounted in a Tiffany style frame.  The sheet music has wear and tape.  Please
view photo to verify condition.

2331 Vintage cast iron no. 400 Security Safe Deposit bank with two wooden drawers.  The bank measures six inches tall by five
inches wide and four inches deep.  Also included is a black cast iron bank and a chrome Union Square Savings advertising
bank with automatic recording feature.  The banks show some wear.

2332 Marx wind-up mechanical lithographed freight set no. 526 complete with track and instruction sheet in OB that has original
cardboard inserts.  There is some tarnishing on the underside of the loco.  The set has light run time, C8.  The box has nice
color graphics but has some staining.  Also included are Marx accessories; 421 twin light crossing flasher, 439 automatic
semaphore, Right-O-Way railroad signs and two 428 automatic crossing gates all in OBs except for one of the 428 crossing
gates.  The accessories are C8.

2333 Marx lithographed freight train set no. 8994 in OB.  Also included are lithographed freight cars; 90171 red B.&L.E.
Bessemer boxcar, 738701 red Pennsylvania high sided gondola, a red searchlight car and accessories; 416A red floodlight
tower, 0416 floodlight tower, 392 metal lithographed tunnel, 419 lamp post and a 308 green street lamp.  The set, cars and
accessories are C6-7.

2334 Marx wind-up mechanical lithographed freight set no. 526 complete with track in OB that has original cardboard inserts.
Also included is a Penn Central slope-back tender, 715100 NYC gondola and accessories; 438 crossing gate, 418 crossing
signal with bell, 454 block signal and a 414 crossing signal with ringing bell.   The Penn Central tender and NYC gondola
are C7.  The set and the accessories are C8.

2335 Marx track and accessories; 84 straight track sections, 81 curve track sections, three crossovers, one pair of manual
switches, single manual switch and a bag of lockons.  Please view photo to verify selection and condition.
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2336 Vintage Pyro selection of Army vehicles including;  three tanks, tractor with Banner trailer, truck with six Army men, truck
lettered U.S. Army, truck with mobile radar,  two trucks with speakers, truck with open trailer, truck with flatbed and truck
with searchlight.  Some of the trucks are broken.  The other trucks are C7.

2337 Marx steam freight set no. 4040 in OB that has original cardboard dividers including; 490 steam loco, Southern Pacific
tender, 347100 orange Pennsylvania gondola, 21913 green Lehigh Valley hopper,  4556 red Southern Pacific caboose, 309
25-watt transformer and eight curve track sections.  Set is C7-8.  Also included is a Marx diesel freight set no. 41821 in set
box with Styrofoam dividers; 1095 Santa Fe E7 AB diesel units, 51100 Southern auto carrier, 176893 green NYC boxcar,
maroon Erie flatcar, 1977 A.T.&S.F. caboose, eight curve track sections and two straight track sections. Set is missing the
transformer.  The loco is missing one horn.  The auto carrier is missing the autos.  The set is C6.  Box has nice color
graphics.

2338 Marx articulated tan and cream Union Pacific streamlined passenger set no. 655 including; M10000 clockwork loco, 657
Coach and a 658 Coach Buffet.  Set is C6-7.

2339 Marx accessories including; 5424 freight station, X-844 cardboard mountain set, 065 water tower in a damaged OB, 2979
lithographed Oak Park station in worn OB, 1440 lithographed illuminated crossing shanty and man, two 1303 Erie girder
bridges, and a 2970 lithographed Girard whistling station missing the roof.  The crossing gate is detached from the 1440
shanty but is included.  All accessories are C7 except for the shanty which is C5, the 5424 station is C6 and the Girard
station is C5.  Also included is a Mini Toy aluminum pedestrian crosswalk.

2340 Marx Allstate Sears & Roebucks clockwork lithographed freight set no. 9740 complete with track in OB that has original
cardboard inserts and a Marx clockwork lithographed freight set no. 526 in OB that has original cardboard insert.  The
Allstate set is C8.  The loco in the 526 set has a broken corner and the underside has some spots of rust.  The State of
Maine is C5.  The tender and rest of the cars are C7.  The set boxes have nice color graphics.

2341 Marx accessories including; 416 red floodlight tower, three 416A black floodlight towers, 0446 revolving beacon two 436
black searchlight towers, 406 railroad crossing signal, 0605 bumper, 429 street lamp, 438 signal crossing gate, three 454
block signals, 423 automatic flashing signal, two 314 green crossing signs, two 17 crossing caution signs and three 404
block signals, two red and one green without a base. The accessories are C5-7.

2342 Marx four-wheel lithographed freight set including; 898 steam loco, 951 New York Central tender, 738701 Pennsylvania
high sided gondola, 901717 B.&L.E. Bessemer boxcar, 553 Santa Fe tank, 556 New York Central caboose and a 1209 50-
watts transformer.  Also included is a lithographed Honeymoon Express clockwork train set, 6000 lithographed Southern
Pacific EMD F3 diesels, 500 lithographed Army Supply Train tender, 561M military searchlight car, 572 field gun,a flatcar
with no wheel or load, 59 lithographed Union Pacific stock car, 556 lithographed New York Central caboose, 20102
lithographed New York Central caboose, flatcar with two airplanes and a black Commodore Vanderbilt steam loco.  Please
view photo to verify selection and condition.

2343 Marx 635 clockwork black Mercury steam loco, 951 New York Central four-wheel tender, 2071 NYC coach, 2072 NYC
observation, two 5023 NYC baggage mail express car and a 5025 NYC baggage mail express car.  The tender and cars all
have plastic knuckle couplers and are lithographed.  Loco, tender and cars are C8.

2344 Lionel postwar four-car freight set no. 1469WS in individual OBs  including; 2035 black steam loco, 6466W tender, 6462
black NYC gondola, 6456 maroon Lehigh Valley hopper, 6465 silver Sunoco two dome tank and a 6257 caboose.  The
tender is broken in the front.  Loco and tender are C5.  The cars are C6-7.  OBs show some wear.  Loco box is damaged.

2345 Lionel postwar 465 sound dispatching station with packet and microphone in OB.  Also included is a 445 operating switch
tower in OB.  The accessories are C7-8.  Both OBs are complete with all flaps.

2346 Lionel postwar four-car freight set no. 1503WS, circa 1953 including; 2055 black steam loco, 6026W tender, 6462 black
New York Central tender, 6456 maroon Lehigh Valley hopper, 6465 silver Sunoco two dome tank and a 6257 caboose.
The corner of the cab is bent on the loco and loco has rust.  Loco is C5.  The tender and cars are C7.
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2347 Lionel postwar two type ZW 275-watts transformers.  One of the transformers is missing the plug.  Transformers are C6-7.

2348 Lionel postwar freight set no. 1525, circa 1955 in set box including; 600 Missouri-Kansas-Texas NW2 diesel switcher,
X6014 red PRR Baby Ruth boxcar, 6111 yellow flatcar with logs, 6017 caboose, eight curve track sections, one straight
track section, 6029 remote control track and a type 1014 40-watts transformer in individual OB.  There is a minor chip on
the caboose step and the caboose has been outfitted with a light.  Set is C6-7.  The set box is complete and shows some
wear.

2349 Lionel postwar 394 aluminum rotating beacon with cardboard bulb box and instruction sheet, two 395 green floodlight
towers with nickel plates and two 494 aluminum rotating beacons with nickel plates in OBs.  Beacons and floodlight
towers are C6-7.  OBs show wear.

2350 Lionel postwar U.S. Marine Land & Sea Limited freight set no. 1591, circa 1958 in individual OBs and set box containing;
212 U.S. Marine Corps Alco A unit, 6803 flatcar with tank and sound truck missing the speakers, 6807 flatcar with DUKW
amphibious truck, 6809 flatcar with anti-aircraft vehicle and medical truck, 6017-50 U.S. Marine Corps caboose, eight
curve track sections and two straight track sections.  Except for the broken sound truck the set is C8.  Individual OBs are
clean and have most all flaps attached.  The set box is complete with all flaps.

2351 Lionel postwar 128 animated newsstand with a 364C controller and a 138 water tank with packet containing 96C controller
and connecting wires both in OBs, C8.  Both OBs are complete and the water tank box has writing on the top.

2352 Lionel postwar five-car Boston & Maine diesel freight set no. 1615, circa 1959 including; 217P teal Alco A unit, 217C
blue Alco B unit, 6464-475 Boston and Maine type IV boxcar, 6825 flatcar with trestle, 6800 flatcar missing the airplane,
6812 track maintenance car and a 6017-100 Boston and Maine caboose.  The metal frame on the B unit has been repainted.
Set is C6-7.

2353 Lionel postwar 175 rocket launcher with instruction sheet in OB with original cardboard inserts.  The trajectory selector is
scratched, otherwise the rest of the rocket launcher is C8.  The OB is complete with all flaps attached.

2354 Lionel postwar 6651 olive drab U.S.M.C. shell launching car with four firing shells and a 6142-75 olive drab unmarked
gondola.  The 6651 has never been run.  Both cars are C8.

2355 Lionel postwar 41 United States Army switcher and a 60 Lionelville Rapid Transit trolley with blue lettering and two part
bumper.  The switcher is C7 and the trolley is C7-8.

2356 Lionel postwar 52 fire fighting car with instruction sheet in OB.  Car has a few box rubs, otherwise is C8.  Box is square
and very clean.

2357 Lionel postwar 3627 track cleaning car and a 50 gang car with off-set horn, two blue men and one olive man in an orange
OB.  One of the men on the gang car is loose but included.  The 3627 and gang car are C7.  Also included is a no. 68
inspection car that has been painted and is cracked in OB that has original cardboard inserts.

2358 Lionel postwar 456 coal ramp set with a 456C controller and a 3456 black operating N&W hopper car in individual OB
and set box.  Also included is a 397 operating coal loader with blue generator and tray in OB.  The accessories are C6-7.
The OBs are complete with all flaps.

2359 Lionel postwar 2332 dark green five-stripe Pennsylvania GG1 electric loco.  The striping and lettering is faded.  The loco
is C6.

2360 Lionel postwar passenger cars; 2625 Madison Pullman, 2625 Manhattan Pullman and a 2625 Irvington Pullman.  The
Irvington car has white spray paint on one side.  The other two cars are C6-7.
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2361 Lionel postwar three-car freight set no. 2135WS, circa 1948 in individual OBs with original cardboard inserts including;
675 black steam loco, 2466WX tender, 2411 flatcar with logs, 2456 black Lehigh Valley hopper and a 2357 caboose.   One
corner of the loco cab has paint chips and one marker light is broken off the boiler front.  Loco is C6.  The rest of the set is
C7.  The OBs have most flaps attached.

2362 Lionel postwar 26 harder to find gray bumper with aluminum button, circa 1948, C6.  Also included are four 260 red
bumpers, two in OBs, one with original instruction sheet.   The two red bumpers in the OBs are C7-8 and the other two
bumpers are C6.

2363 Lionel postwar four-car freight set no. 2103W, circa 1946 including; 224 black steam loco, 2466W tender, 2458
Pennsylvania automobile car, 3559 automatic dump car, 2555 silver Sunoco single-dome tank and a 2457 illuminated
Pennsylvania caboose.  The set has flying shoe trucks.  Set is C7, except for the 3559 dump car which is C6.

2364 Lionel postwar five 35 Boulevard lamps, one gray and four silver and twelve no. 71 lamp posts with three OBs. Some of
the shades are broken. One of the lamp posts on the 35 lamps is broken.  Lamp posts are C6-7.  Also included are three no.
71 lamp posts that have been painted green.

2365 Lionel postwar 2343P/C/T Santa Fe F3 ABA diesel units with small GM decal.  The B unit is missing three porthole
lenses.  The units are C6-7.  Also included is a 2343T Santa Fe F3 A unit with large GM decal, C6.

2366 Lionel postwar original set box only for a 2175W Santa Fe F3 AA diesel freight set.  Also included is an original set box
only for a 2221WS Diamond Express 646 steam freight train set.  Both OBs are complete with all flaps and show some
wear.

2367 Lionel postwar four-car freight set no. 1545, circa 1956 including; 628 Northern Pacific GE 44 ton switcher with
instruction sheet, X6014 Pennsylvania Baby Ruth boxcar, 6424 flatcar missing the two autos, 6025 black Gulf tank and a
6257 caboose.  Set is C7.

2368 Lionel postwar 157 illuminated station platform missing all of the signs in OB, 450 operating signal bridge with a 153C
contactor in OB with original cardboard insert, 410 billboard blinker with instruction sheet in OB and a 152 automatic
crossing gate.  Accessories are C7-8.  The boxes are complete with all flaps.

2369 Lionel postwar four-car work train set no. 2115WS, circa 1946 including; 726 Berkshire steam loco with smoke bulb,
2426W tender, 2458 Pennsylvania automobile car, 3451 operating log car missing the logs, 2460 twelve-wheel black
Bucyrus Erie crane car and a 2420 gray work caboose with searchlight.  The work caboose has a broken smoke stack and
roof.  The set is C6.

2370 Lionel postwar 182 magnetic crane with a 165C controller and a 282 gantry crane with a 282C controller.  Both wires on
the controllers are brittle.  The cranes are missing the stacks and are C5.

2371 Lionel postwar freight set including; 239 black steam loco, 242T tender, 6076 black Lehigh Valley hopper, 6473 yellow
Horse Transport car, 6465 orange two dome tank and a 6017 caboose.  The set is C7-8.

2372 Lionel postwar scarce variation of the 6130 ATSF Santa Fe work caboose with true red painted cab and tool tray,
unlettered chemically blackened frame, wooden slats below the Santa Fe logo and blank builders plate, circa 1966, C8.

2373 Lionel postwar 3512 fireman and ladder car with black ladders and instruction sheet and a 3535 security car with rotating
searchlight both in OBs.  The ladders on the 3512 car has some surface corrosion, otherwise cars are C8.  The 3512 OB has
all flaps, display panel and push in tab intact.  The 3535 box is missing on interior flap.

2374 Lionel postwar 3419 operating helicopter car with the large winder knob and helicopter, 3470 aerial target car with packet
and 6470 exploding target car all in OBs.  The cars are C8.  The 3470 OB has all flaps attached.  The other two boxes are
missing some flaps.
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2375 Lionel postwar scarce version blue 3376 operating giraffe car Bronx Zoo with yellow lettering, telltale pole and cam
mechanism in a Hagerstown, Maryland OB, circa 1969, C8.  The OB has all flaps attached.

2376 Lionel postwar freight cars; 6062 black NYC gondola with three orange cable reels,  6473 yellow rodeo car in OB, 6315
-60 orange chemical car in OB, 6822 searchlight car with gray base and black light and a 6176 unnumbered black Lehigh
Valley hopper.  The cars are C8, except for the Lehigh Valley hopper which is C7.  The OBs for the rodeo car and tank car
have all flaps attached.

2377 Lionel postwar 614 Alaska Railroad NW2 switcher missing the yellow brake super structure, a 614 Alaska Railroad
switcher cab only, 6162-60 yellow Alaska gondola, 6636 black Alaska hopper and a 6027 Alaska caboose with incorrect
bar end trucks.  The  614 switcher and hopper are C6.  The switcher cab only and gondola are C7.

2378 Lionel postwar freight set including; 1062 black steam loco, 1061T slope-back tender, 6142 green unstamped gondola,
6076 gray Lehigh Valley hopper and a 6167 red caboose.  The set is C7-8.

2379 Lionel postwar freight set no. 1641, circa 1961 including; 246 black steam loco, 244T unmarked slope-back tender, 3362
helium tank unloading car with three original helium tanks in OB, 6162 blue NYC gondola with three white plastic
canisters, 6057-50 orange caboose with a broken corner on the roof and a 1010 35-watt transformer.  Set is C6-7.

2380 Lionel postwar freight set no. 11720, circa 1969 including; 2024 Chesapeake & Ohio Alco A unit, 6142 green gondola
with two white plastic canisters, 6042 flatcar with two orange cable reels, 6176 yellow Lehigh Valley hopper with an
incorrect 6017 caboose.  The set is C7.  Also included is a 2024 Chesapeake & Ohio Alco cab only that has never been
mounted, C9.

2381 Lionel postwar 970 cardboard ticket office assembled with instruction sheet and worn OB.  The ticket booth is complete
but has some discoloration due to age.

2382 Lionel postwar 681 black steam turbine loco with a 2046W Lionel Lines tender, C7.

2383 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 2452X black Pennsylvania gondola in OB, 2465 silver Sunoco two dome tank in
OB, 3459 green automatic dump car with original cardboard insert in OB, 6456 black Lehigh Valley hopper in OB and a
2560 crane with cream cab, red roof and black boom.  The 2452X and 6456 cars are C8.  The 3459 is C7-8 and the tank is
C7.  The crane appears to have been restored to look like new.  The OB are clean with most flaps attached.

2384 Lionel postwar freight  set no. 1439WS, circa 1947 including; 2025 black steam loco, 2466WX tender, 3559 automatic
dump car, 2465 silver Sunoco two dome tank, 3454 Pennsylvania merchandise car with six original Baby Ruth cubes and a
2472 red Pennsylvania caboose.  The loco has a broken marker light.  Set is C5.

2385 Lionel postwar freight set no. 1411W, circa 1946 including; 1666 black steam loco which is missing the side rods and
pickup assembly, 2466WX tender, 2452X Pennsylvania gondola, 2465 silver Sunoco two dome tank, 2454 Pennsylvania
boxcar and a 2072 Pennsylvania caboose with a broken coupler that is included.  Set is C5-6.

2386 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 3462 automatic refrigerator car with cans inside and stand, two X2454 Baby Ruth
PRR boxcars, one with an incorrect prewar truck and one missing a pickup shoe, one X2454 OB with original cardboard
insert, X2454 Pennsylvania boxcar and a 2458 Pennsylvania boxcar with one incorrect truck in OB.  The cars are C6-7,
except for the 3462 refrigerator car and X2454 Pennsylvania boxcar which is C5.

2387 Lionel postwar freight cars including; three 2452 black Pennsylvania gondolas, 2755 gray Sunoco tank, three 2555 silver
Sunoco tanks, two 2461 flatcars with transformers, one with a broken insulator and missing pickup shoe, 2456 black
Lehigh Valley hopper and a 2457 Pennsylvania caboose.  Cars are C5-6.

2388 Lionel postwar accessories including; three 153 block signals, three 151 semaphores, 154 automatic highway signal, two
58 cream lamp posts and two 45 automatic gatemen.  One gateman is missing the bottom of the base and the post.  The
accessories are C5.
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2389 Lionel postwar freight cars including;  3456 operating N&W hopper, 3461X automatic lumber car, 3650 searchlight
extension car with instruction sheet, 6462 red NYC gondola with six wooden barrels, 6425 silver Gulf three dome tank and
a 6417 Pennsylvania porthole caboose all in OBs, C7-8.  The OBs have all flaps attached except for the 3461 OB which is
missing some flaps.

2390 Lionel postwar aluminum passenger cars including; 2530 Railway Express Agency baggage, 2534 Silver Bluff Pullman,
2533 Silver Cloud Pullman, three 2532 Silver Range vista domes, one in worn OB with original cardboard insert and a
2531 Silver Dawn observation in worn OB with original cardboard insert.  Cars are C7.

2391 Lionel postwar accessories; 356 automated freight station with two luggage carts in individual OB, 256 freight station and
a 132 station.  Also included is a Noma talking station, missing the record.  The accessories are C7.

2392 Lionel postwar silver passenger cars with black lettering including; 2421 Maplewood Pullman, 2422 Chatham Pullman and
a 2423 Hillside observation.  Cars are C7.

2393 Lionel postwar 3656 operating cattle car with 3656-34 nine figures for cattle both in individual OBs, corral, ramp and
envelope with 364C controller, power blade, ground clip and lockon all in set box that has original cardboard insert.  The
cattle car is C8 and the corral is C6.   The OBs are complete with all flaps.  Also included is a 3356 operating horse car
with corral, eight horse figures, OTC lockon, CTC lockon and a 364C controller, a 3562-25 gray AT&SF barrel car with
six wooden barrels in individual OB and 362 barrel loader in OB.  The horse car is C8.  The horse corral has a broken
fence and melt marks and is C6.  The barrel car is C7.  The barrel loader has broken fence sections and is C5.  The barrel
loader box is complete with all flaps.

2394 Lionel postwar 397 operating coal loader with bin in OB and a 497 coaling station with controller.  The shield on the coal
loader is missing but a replacement shield is included.  The belt is broke on the coal loader and the blue generator has a
crack on the top.  The 397 and 497 are C5.  The OB has all flaps attached.

2395 Lionel postwar 3530 operating generator car with searchlight and telephone pole and 3662 operating milk car, circa 1964
-66 with AAR trucks, milk cans and stand both in OBs that have original cardboard inserts. The OB for the 3662 is an
orange picture box type.  The cars are C8.  The OBs are complete with all flaps.

2396 Lionel accessories; 110 trestle set, 111 trestle set, 308 die-cast railroad sing set with original cardboard insert, 309 yard set
with broken signs, 332 trestle bridge and two 927 lubricating and maintenance kits all in OBs.  The accessories are C7-8,
except for the 309 set.  The OBs are complete with all flaps.

2397 Lionel postwar Scout freight set no. 1119 all in worn individual OBs, circa 1951-52 including; 1110 steam loco, 1001T
tender, 1002 black gondola, 1004 orange Baby Ruth PRR boxcar, 1007 red caboose and a 1009 uncoupling track section.
Also included is a Scout freight set no. 1115, circa 1949 including; 1110 steam loco, 1001T tender, 1002 black gondola,
1005 gray Sunoco tank and a 1007 red caboose.  The sets are C7.

2398 Lionel postwar Scout freight set including; 1110 black steam loco, 1001T tender, 1002 blue gondola, 1004 Baby Ruth PRR
boxcar, 1005 gray Sunoco tank and a 1007 red caboose. C6. Also included is Scout freight set  no. 1500, circa 1953
including; 1130 black steam loco, 6066T tender, 6032 black gondola, 6034 orange Baby Ruth PRR boxcar and a  6037
Tuscan caboose, C7.

2399 Lionel Scout freight cars including; two 1001T tenders, one missing a set of wheels, 1130 tender, 1002 black gondola,
6032 black gondola, 6035 gray Sunoco tank, 6034 orange Baby Ruth PRR boxcar, 6014 red Baby Ruth PRR boxcar, 6037
caboose and a 1007 red caboose with a chipped corner, C6.

2400 Lionel postwar hard to find 6430 red flatcar with two yellow unmarked trailers that have the roof glued on and with a
blackened pony truck wheel clip and a scarce 6560 Bucyrus Erie crane with red cab, dark blue frame and black boom, C8.
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2401 Lionel postwar work train freight set no. 1447WS, circa 1949 including; 2020 black steam turbine loco in a worn OB that
has an original cardboard insert, 6020W tender, 3461 lumber car missing lumber load, 6461 transformer car missing two
insulators, 2460 twelve-wheel Bucyrus Erie crane and a 6419 DL&W work caboose that is broken on one corner and has a
bent brake wheel.  Set is C5.

2402 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 3459 automatic dump car, 3469 automatic dump car in OB with original cardboard
insert, three 6456 Lehigh Valley hoppers, one maroon and two black, 6520 searchlight car with maroon generator, two
X6454 Erie boxcars and a 6457 caboose in OB, C6.

2403 Lionel postwar 2332 dark green five-stripe Pennsylvania GG1 electric diesel.  The lettering and striping are faded on the
diesel.  Diesel is missing both of the pickup shoes on the front and rear trucks.  The GG1 is C5.

2404 Lionel postwar freight cars;  3656 cattle car with a chipped catwalk, 3656-34 nine figures for cattle car in individual OB,
ramp and corral, 3472 automatic refrigerated milk car, 3456 black Norfolk and Western hopper, 3474 Western Pacific
boxcar, two 6465 silver Sunoco two dome tank cars, 6561 flatcar with two gray cable reels and a 6257 caboose.  Cars are
C5-6.

2405 Lionel postwar 1654 black steam loco with a 1654W tender, 224 black steam loco, 6466W tender and a 6466WX tender.
The 224 has a bent cab and is C5.  The other loco and tenders are C6.

2406 Lionel postwar two pairs of 022 O gauge remote control switches with controllers, plug and wires, one set in individual
OBs and both in outer OBs, one with original cardboard inserts.  Also included are three pairs of 022 remote control
switches each complete with plugs, controllers and lanterns.  The wires on the controllers are brittle.  The switches are C7.

2407 Lionel postwar 1065 Union Pacific Alco power A unit, 211 Texas Special Alco dummy A unit and a 634 Santa Fe NW2
switcher with a broken cab by the screw hole.  The 211 has broken pilot skirt.  The units are all C5-6.

2408 Lionel postwar accessories; 299 code transmitter set with instruction sheet, wires, tower and telegraph key in a worn and
damaged OB, 132 station and a 465 sound dispatching station with microphone in OB.  Accessories are C7.

2409 Lionel postwar Goliath steam freight set no. 13098, circa 1963 including; 637 black steam loco, 736W Pennsylvania
tender, 6414 Evans auto loader missing all of the autos, 6464-900 New York Central type IV boxcar, 6469 Liquified Gases
tank car, 6446 Norfolk  & Western hopper with some of the hatches replaced and one missing and 6447 Pennsylvania
porthole caboose.  The metal tender frame has been repainted.  The rest of the set is C7.

2410 Lionel postwar 243 black steam loco with a 243W tender, 2029 black steam loco with a 234W tender with a broken rear
step and missing the front truck and a 2037 black steam loco.  The 234W is C5.  The other locos and tenders are C6-7.

2411 Lionel postwar freight cars; 6464-650 D&RGW type IV boxcar, 6464-425 type III boxcar, 6672 Santa Fe boxcar, 6414
Evans auto loader missing the autos, 3562-25 gray AT&SF barrel loader with six wooden barrels, 6511 flatcar with four
silver plastic pipes with a broken coupler that is included and a 6428 United States Mail, C6.

2412 Lionel postwar 400 Baltimore and Ohio RDC-1 Budd car in OB with original cardboard insert, C6.  Also included is a 681
black steam turbine loco with a 2046W tender.  The steps on the loco are detached but included.  Loco and tender are C6.

2413 Lionel accessories including; 456 coal ramp, three 156 station platforms, one with a broken roof and missing all of the
fence and  one missing signs, 316 aluminum bridge, 317 gray bridge, three 214 girder bridges and a 314 die-cast bridge.
Also included are two H&H Mfg. Co. PRR girder bridges and a suspension bridge.  Please view photo to verify selection
and condition.  This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2414 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 3413 Mercury capsule car with broken railings, missing a truck and the rocket,  3540
radar car missing the antennas and man and has a broken radar screen in a worn OB, 6175 flatcar with rocket, 6650 IRBM
rocket launcher, 6825 flatcar with trestle bridge, 6519 Allis Chalmers car with two broken brake wheels, 6812 track
maintenance car with broken railings, 6361 timber support car missing load and pieces and a 6814 Rescue Unit work
caboose missing both stretchers.  Cars are C5-6.
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2415 Lionel postwar six pairs of 022 remote control switches with controllers, plugs, lamps and wires.  Switches are C6.

2416 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 6050 Swifts Premium refrigerator car, 6014 Frisco boxcar, 6476 Lehigh Valley
hopper, 6042 gondola, 6401 gray unmarked flatcar, 6111 flatcar with plastic pipes, 6175 flatcar missing the rocket, 6801
flatcar missing the boat, 6825 flatcar missing the trestle bridge, 6017 caboose and two 6059 M&StL cabooses, one red and
one maroon.  The cars are C6-7.

2417 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 6464-500 Timken type IV boxcar, 6434 poultry car in OB and a 6517 bay window
caboose, C8.  The OB has all flaps attached.

2418 Lionel postwar freight cars including; two 6656 stock cars, two 6472 refrigerator cars, 3461 automated flatcar, 3456
automated dump car, 6465 silver Sunoco two dome tank, 2465 painted two dome tank, 6357 caboose and a 6457 caboose
with a broken roof.  Also included is a scale wooden beer truck with Lionel postwar trucks.  Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.  This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2419 Lionel postwar accessories; selection of trestle piers and some hardware, five no. 64 lamp posts, three are repainted, six
160 bins, five 310 billboard frames, billboards, four UCS track sections, eight RCS track sections, 6019 remote control
track section, three 020 90-degree crossings, 020X 45-degree crossing, 1023 45-degree crossing and 042 pair of manual
control switches in an OB.  Also included is a Newbraugh Brothers Toys billboard and two U. S. Metal Toys tin
lithographed coin banks; Bar X Dude Ranch and School P.S. 25.  Please view photo to verify selection and condition.  This
lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2420 Lionel postwar six pairs of 022 remote control switches with controllers, plugs and lamps.  Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.  This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2421 Lionel postwar large selection of parts and accessories.  Please view photo to verify selection and condition.  This lot will
be sold as is with no returns.

2422 Lionel postwar 2543 aluminum Pennsylvania William Penn Pullman in OB with original paper.  This car was sold with the
Congressional set.  Car has never been run C9.  The OB is missing one interior flap.

2423 Lionel postwar type ZW 275-watt transformer in OB with original cardboard inserts.  The transformer has a replacement
cord, otherwise transformer is C7-8.  The OB is missing one interior insert.

2424 Lionel postwar type LW 125-watt transformer, two 1033 90-watt transformers, one with instruction sheet, one in OB and
one in a reproduction box, type R 110-watt transformer that has been restored with instruction sheet in OB and a type RX
100-watt transformer with instruction sheet and wires in OB that has original cardboard inserts.  The transformers are C8.
The OBs are complete with all flaps.

2425 Lionel prewar or postwar two type V 150-watt transformers.  Both transformers have replacement cords.  Transformers are
C7-8.

2426 Lionel postwar two type KW 190-watt transformers in reproduction boxes.  Both of the transformers have replacement
cords.  Transformers are C7-8.

2427 Lionel postwar three pairs of 1122 non-derailing remote control O27 switches with instruction sheets,  controllers and
lanterns all in OBs.  All of the controllers have been rewired.  Switches are C7-8.  Also included is a 1021 90-degree
crossover for O27 track in OB.

2428 Lionel postwar accessories; 160 bin, selection of controllers, UCS track section with controller, two RCS track sections
with controllers, 020X 90-degree crossover in OB, 153C contractor with instruction sheet and wires in OB, pair of 022
remote control switches complete with instruction sheet, controllers, plugs and lanterns in OB.  The controllers have been
rewired.  The accessories are C7.
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2429 Lionel postwar 233 black steam loco with a 233W tender, 242 black steam loco with a 1062T slope-back tender, 246 black
steam loco with a 1130T tender, 244 black steam loco with a 1130T tender and a 249 black steam loco that has an orange
stripe with a 250T tender with an orange stripe that reads Pennsylvania.  All of the locos have broken marker lights.  The
250T Pennsylvania tender is missing two sets of wheels.  Loco and tenders are C5.

2430 Lionel postwar 246 black steam loco with a 1130T tender, 242 black steam loco with a 1061T slope-back tender that has a
crack on one side,  242 black steam loco with a 242T tender, 1060 black steam loco with a 1060T tender and a 236 black
steam loco with a 1130T tender missing all sets of wheels.  Some of the locos are missing the marker lights.  Loco and
tenders are C5.

2431 Lionel postwar freight cars including; three 6544 missile firing cars, 6519 Allis Chalmers, two 3413 Mercury capsule cars,
3545 operating TV monitor car, 3410 helicopter launching car missing the helicopter, 3362 flatcar missing the helium
tanks, 6512 cherry picker missing parts, 3470 target launching car missing superstructure, 6045 Cities Service two dome
tank, 6045 LL two dome tank and a 6465 orange two dome tank.  Cars are missing parts, have broken brake wheels and are
missing wheels.  Please view photo to verify selection and condition.  This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2432 Lionel postwar black steam locos including;  two 246, 243,  237, 1060, 1062 and a 244.  Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.  This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2433 Bachmann Bros. Plasticville kits all in OBs including; 1621 motel, 1603 ranch house 1616 suburban station, 2600 water
tank, 1608 school house, 1408 wind mill, SC-4 school house kit, 1600 church, 1620 loading platform, 1623 cattle loading
pen, 1626 corner store, 1619 citizens, 1405 railroad and street signs and Christmas fence.  Also included is a Lionel
postwar 110 trestle set in OB and Plasticville kits in plastic bags including; 5901-998 city in a box, not complete, 1616
suburban station in the top half of an OB,  1403 signal bridge, 1407 watchmans hut with crossing gate, a bag of railroad
and street signs.  The Plasticville kits in the OBs are complete and are C8.

2434 Lionel postwar parts and accessories including; 3356-150 horse corral and horses,  HO loco and Southern Pacific tender,
tender shells, 3830 U.S. Navy loads, 211 Texas Special shell and miscellaneous car parts.  Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.  This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2435 Lionel postwar 2352 Tuscan Pennsylvania EP5 electric loco with a reproduction instruction sheet in a reproduction box.
There is a crack on one end of the loco on the nose below the rivet, otherwise the loco is C8.

2436 Lionel postwar 2029 black steam loco, 243W tender, 6464 Western Pacific type I boxcar in OB and a 6475 pickle car in a
reproduction box.  The loco, tender and cars are C7.

2437 Lionel postwar aluminum 2553 Canadian Pacific Blair Manor Pullman with incorrect silhouettes marked 2533 on one side
and 2534 on the other side.  This car has reproduction stripes.  Also included is an aluminum 2533 Silver Cloud Pullman
missing a set of trucks and two aluminum unmarked shells for passenger cars.  Please view photo to verify selection and
condition.  This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2438 Lionel postwar Super O gauge track; 50 sections of no. 31 curve track and 50 sections of no. 32 straight track. Forty-five of
the straight track sections are banded in groups of five with original wire.  Track is C6-7.

2439 Lionel postwar Super O gauge track;  six sections of no. 31 curve track sections, 24 sections of no. 32 straight track
sections, eighteen sections of no. 48 insulated straight track, fifteen sections of no. 33 half curve track,  four sections of no.
34 half straight track and one no. 43 power track.  Track is C6-7.

2440 Lionel postwar 2065 black steam loco and a 2046W tender both in worn OBs, C7.

2441 Lionel postwar 60 Lionelville Rapid Transit trolley, 3562-50 yellow AT&SF barrel car with 362-78 six barrels in
individual OB, packet, inspection tag, instruction sheet, track spacers and wires and a 3456 black Norfolk & Western
hopper all in OBs.  The trolley is C7 and the cars are C7-8.  The OBs have most all flaps attached.
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2442 Lionel postwar freight cars in OBs including; 6561 cable car with two orange reels that are both chipped, 6362 rail truck
car, 6415 silver Sunoco three dome tank and a 6417-25 port hole caboose.  The caboose has rust on the underside of the
base.  Cars are C6.  The OBs have most all flaps attached, except for the 6362 OB which is missing all flaps on one end.

2443 Lionel postwar accessories; type KW 190-watt transformer with a cracked and brittle cord and missing both of the caps on
the handles, 1033 90-watt transformer with a brittle cord in OB, billboards, bag of 207 artificial coal and one pair of 1122
remote control switches complete with controller in OB.  Also included are Marx lithographed tunnel, telegraph poles and
a R.R. crossing and a Colber Corp. no. 115 wig wag flagger in OB.  All the accessories are C6.

2444 Lionel postwar hard to find original set box only for a 1516WS Skylark passenger set from 1954 that contained a 2065
steam loco, 2046W tender, 2432 Clifton Asta Dome, 2434 Newark Pullman and a 2436 Summit observation.  Also
included is an original box only for the 6109 remote control track set and a service station pamphlet from 1954-55.   The
set box has all flaps attached but shows wear.

2445 Lionel postwar original boxes only for Santa Fe gold stripe aluminum passenger cars including; 2521 picture box for a
President McKinley observation, 2521 white unmarked box for a President McKinley observation, 2522 President Harrison
vista dome and a  2523 President Garfield Pullman.  The 2522 and 2523 OBs have cellophane fronts.  Also included are
original boxes only for Santa Fe red stripe aluminum passenger cars including; 2561 Vista Valley observation, 2562 Regal
Pass vista dome and two 2563 Indian Falls Pullmans.  The red stripe passenger car boxes have heavy tape repair.  Please
view photo to verify selection and condition.  This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2446 Lionel postwar original boxes only for 2625 Irvington,  2627 Madison, 2628 Manhattan, 671 steam turbine, 2046W tender,
2460 operating work crane, 6112-1 canister car, 6472 refrigerator car, 309 yard set, UCS remote control track and two
6019 remote control track sets.  Please view photo to verify selection and condition.  This lot will be sold as is with no
returns.

2447 Lionel postwar type V 150-watt transformer, C6.  Also included is an original box only for a type ZW 250-watt
transformer and a an original box only for a type KW 190-watt transformer.

2448 Plasticville U.S.A. HS-6 hospital kit and a AP-1 airport hangar kit both in OBs.  Both kits have some pieces missing.  OBs
show minor wear.

2449 Lionel postwar 2460 and 6460 black Bucyrus Erie crane cars.  The 2460 has a broken coupler otherwise is C7 and the 6460
with a detached hook that is included, C7.

2450 Distler made in U.S. Zone Germany lithographed tin clockwork train set with station, foot bridge, semaphore and track in
OB.  Train set has never been run, C9.  OB has nice color graphics has label fully intact.

2451 Lionel postwar 2020 black steam turbine loco, circa 1948,  the harder to find version with red Atomic Precision Motor and
a 2020W tender.  Loco and tender are C7.

2452 Lionel postwar 2460 black Bucyrus Erie crane with black frame and cab and a 3459 black automatic dump with a 160 tray
both in worn OBs.  Cars are C7.

2453 Lionel postwar freight cars in worn OBs including; 2458 Pennsylvania automobile car, 2555 silver Sunoco tank car, the
harder to find version the a rubber-stamped number 2555 stamped on the underside of the frame and a 2457 red illuminated
Pennsylvania caboose with flying shoe trucks.  The tank is C6.  One set of wheels on the caboose have some surface rust,
otherwise the other two cars are C7-8.

2454 Lionel postwar 45N automatic gateman and a 314 gray die-cast girder bridge in OB.  The 45N is C6 and the bridge is a C7.
The OB has all flaps attached.
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2455 Lionel postwar freight cars in worn OBs including; 2452 black Pennsylvania gondola with five wooden barrels, 2411
flatcar with three wooden logs, 2465 silver Sunoco two dome tank and a 2457 red illuminated Pennsylvania caboose with
flying shoe trucks.  Cars are C7.

2456 Lionel accessories including; 3656-34 9 figures for cattle, 3356-100 figures for horse car and 3366-100 figures for 3366
Circus car all in separate sale boxes.  Also included are controllers; 456C, 97C and a 364C.  All accessories are C8 except
for the 456C and 97C controllers.

2457 Lionel postwar freight cars including; X2454 orange Baby Ruth PRR boxcar, X2458 Pennsylvania boxcar, 2555 silver
Sunoco tank, 6520 searchlight car with orange generator and a 3559 dump car.   The cars are C6-7.

2458 Lionel postwar 3482 operating milk car, harder to find version with RT3472 stamped to the right of the door, stand and six
milk cans in OB that has original cardboard insert, 3461X automatic lumber car with five wooden logs and instruction
sheet in OB and a 3469 automatic dump car.  The cars are C7 and the stand is C6.

2459 Lionel postwar original color consumer catalogs from 1946 with a price list, 1947, 1948, 1949 and 1950.  Catalogs are
complete and show some wear.  Also included is a reproduction Christmas catalog from 1945 and a reproduction consumer
catalog from 1946.

2460 Lionel postwar original color consumer catalogs from 1951, 1952, 1953, two 1953 minis, 1953 flyer, 1954, 1954 mini,
1955, 1956, 1957, 1958 and 1959.  Catalogs are complete and show minor wear.

2461 Lionel postwar original color consumer catalogs from 1960, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1966 brochure, 1968 and
1969.  Catalogs show minor wear.

2462 Selection of railroad books including; Model Railroads by Brian Hollingsworth, The Complete Book of Model Railroading
by David Sutton, Handbook for Model Builders by The Lionel Corporation and Model Railroad Scenery & Detailing by
Albert A. Sorensen.

2463 Selection of Pennsylvania Railroad books including; Visions of the Pennsylvania Railroad Featuring the paintings of Grif
Teller by the Penn Central Corp., Trains of the Pennsylvania Dutch Country by John D. Denney, Jr., Motive Power
Development Pennsylvania Railroad System by Paul T. Warner, Road to Paradise by William M. Moedinger and The
Pennsylvania Railroad A Pictorial History by Edwin P. Alexander.

2464 Selection of Railroad books including; The Pictorial History of Railroads by John Westwood, Trains A Stunning Visual
History of Railroads by Julian Holland, Kinsey Photographer A half century of negatives by Darius and Tabitha May
Kinsey Volume III; The Locomotive Portraits and Steam Locomotives A Three-Dimensional Book by Alan Whitehouse.

2465 Selection of Railroad books including; Famous American Trains by Roger Reynolds, Illustrated History of North American
Railroads from 1830 to the Present Day by Arthur Tayler, The American Heritage History of Railroads in American by
Oliver Jensen and A Rainbow of Traction Bulletin 126 by the Central Electric Railfans Association.

2466 Selection of Railroad books including; The Lore of the Train by C. Hamilton Ellis, The Love of Trains Steam and Diesel
Locomotives in Action Around the World by Victor Hand & Harold Edmonson, Trains Around the World 165 illustrations
in color & black & white by Octopus Books Limited and Great Railway Journeys of the World by Chartwell Books, Inc.

2467 Yellow and black metal Railroad crossing sign which measures 36 inches in diameter.  The paint on the sign is very clean.

2468 The Broadway Limited framed and matted print by Jim Deneen from the Postal Commemorative Society Set by Jim
Deneen collectable railroad stamps and prints.  The matting on the bottom has minor staining from moisture.
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2469 American Flyer S gauge Nickel Plate Switcher freight set no. 4730A, circa 1948-49 in individual OBs and set box
containing; 342AC Nickel Plate Road switcher with smoke and choo-choo, original insert and wrap, 715 AFL Army
unloading car with red Manoil car, control box, 712 clip-on automatic track section, original insert and wrap, 634 C.&N.W.
RY.  floodlight car with yellow searchlight, 631 Texas & Pacific gondola, 630 Reading caboose, packet of 693 track locks,
706 uncoupler, 690 track terminal, 702 box of twelve curve track sections, four straight track sections, no. 25 twelve smoke
cartridges, all paperwork and instruction booklet.  The tender has a slight rub on the lettering on one side, otherwise set is
C8.  All of the individual OBs are clean with all flaps attached.  The set box is complete with all flaps and the label is
missing sections around the edges.  This is a very clean matched original set.

2470 American Flyer S gauge 779 oil drum loader in OB that has original cardboard inserts, barrels, cart, man, controller and
instruction sheet in an individual, C8.  The OB is complete with all flaps  and has a bright and clean label intact.

2471 American Flyer S gauge 314AW PRR Pacific loco and tender with original wrap, C8.

2472 American Flyer S gauge 343 Nickel Plate Road switcher that has the reverse in the motor and tender with original
cardboard wrap, C8.

2473 American Flyer S gauge 591 crossing gate in OB, C7-8.  The OB is complete with all flaps and the label is intact.

2474 American Flyer S gauge figure eight over and under freight set no. 20123, circa 1957-58 in set box with original cardboard
insert containing; 21100 Reading Lines Atlantic loco and tender, 805 Pennsylvania gondola . 925 Gulf tank, 806 AFL
caboose, twenty curve track section, six straight track sections, 690 track terminal, a 22004 40-watt transformer and paper
work.  The trestle set is missing.   The set is C8 except for the caboose which has a couple of chips.  Set box shows some
wear.

2475 American Flyer S gauge 21099 NYNH&H Pacific loco and tender with steam whistle controller, C7-8.

2476 American Flyer S gauge The New Flying Freighter freight set no. 5565W, circa 1955 in individual OBs including; 336
Union Pacific Northern loco and tender with red flowing smoke, choo-choo and steam whistle in original wrap, 924 Jersey
Central Lines covered hopper, 916 Delaware & Hudson gondola with five silver plastic containers, 947 Northern Pacific
refrigerator car, 926 Gulf three dome tank, 929 Missouri Pacific stock car, 977 AFL action caboose with light, 702 twelve
curve track sections, six 700 straight track sections, 706 remote control uncoupler with control box, 690 track terminal in
envelope and a 710 steam whistle control.  this is a clean matched original set.  Set is C8.  The individual OBs have most
all flaps attached.

2477 American Flyer S gauge eleven 749 boulevard lamps in OBs and a 731 Pike planning kit in OB, C7-8 . Also included is an
American Flyer S gauge by Lionel 2300 oil drum loader missing the cart, drums, man and controller, C7.

2478 American Flyer S gauge 600 crossing gate in OB that has an original cardboard insert and a 761 semaphore with two 697
track trips and instruction sheet in OB, C7-8.  The OBs are complete with all flaps.

2479 American Flyer S gauge accessories; no. 2 75-watts transformer, no. 16B 175-watts transformer missing one lens, control
button, 670 track trip sealed in a packet, two 696 track trips, three 697 track trips, air chime base only and a XA11666 air
chime whistle control in OB that has an original wrap.  The accessories are C7.

2480 American Flyer S gauge track accessories; 720A remote control track switches in OB that has original cardboard inserts,
725 90-degree crossover track in OB, twenty-four 700 straight track sections, twelve in OB. twenty-four 702 curve track
sections, seven 701 half straight track sections,  six 703 half curve track sections, 706 uncoupler in OB and miscellaneous
parts.  The track accessories are C7.

2481 American Flyer S gauge 307 Reading Atlantic steam loco and tender with freight cars; 931 Texas & Pacific gondola, 924
Jersey Central Lines covered hopper, 947 Northern Pacific refrigerator car, 925 silver Gulf tank, 929 Missouri Pacific stock
car missing a side truck and two sets of wheels and a 904 AFL caboose.  The draw bar is missing between the loco and
tender.  Loco and freight cars are C5-6.
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2482 American Flyer S gauge accessories; 750 bluish gray trestle bridge, 758 Sam the Semaphore, 589 Mystic passenger and
freight station with gray base, red and white building and green crackle roof and a 589 Mystic passenger and freight station
mounted on a prewar gray base with brown and yellow building and green crackle roof.  The 589 with the red and white
building is C7, the 758 is C6 and the 589 with the brown building and the 750 are C5.

2483 American Flyer S gauge The Silver Bullet steam freight train set no. K5407T, circa 1954 including; satin silver 354 Silver
Bullet  streamlined Pacific loco with red glowing smoke and choo-choo and tender, 906 AFL crane car and 907 AFL work
and boom car.  Also included are replacement decals for the loco.  The loco and tender are C5 and the cars are C6.

2484 American Flyer S gauge silver passenger cars with orange window bands including; 960 Columbus combination car, 961
Jefferson Pullman and a 963 Washington observation, C6.  Also included is a chrome 962 Hamilton vista dome, C6.

2485 A.C. Gilbert made by Mini-craft  274 Harbor Junction freight station in OB and two pieces from the 271 three piece
whistle stop set including the waiting station and newsstand.  The no. 74 station has a roof that is loose from the structure.
The whistle stop is missing some of the outside signage.  The stations are C6 and the newsstand is C7.  There is an
individual OB for one of the individual pieces.  Boxes are complete with all flaps.

2486 American Flyer S gauge freight set no. 5204W, circa 1952 including; 315 Pennsylvania Pacific loco with smoke and choo-
choo, tender, 633 Baltimore & Ohio boxcar, 625 silver Gulf tank, 632 Lehigh New England hopper and a 630 AF caboose.
The loco is missing the trailing truck.  The set is C6.  The freight cars are in worn OBs.

2487 American Flyer S gauge five 579 light green street lamps and five 580 light green double streetlights, C7.

2488 American Flyer S gauge freight cars including; 944 AF Industrial Brownhoist crane with gray die-cast body, 970 Seaboard
operating boxcar, 971 Southern Pacific lumber unloading car and a 936 AFL caboose.   The 971 is C6 and the other cars
are C7.

2489 American Flyer S gauge 561 Santa Fe Alco billboard diesel horn and two 577  Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey
whistling billboards, one missing the whistle.   The 577 missing the whistle is C5 and the other one is C6.  The 561 is C7.
Also included is a 593 signal tower with a detached door that is included and a missing smokestack.  Tower is C6.

2490 American Flyer S gauge 474 chrome Rocket PA dummy unit with chrome passenger cars all in worn OBs including; 960
Columbus combination, three 962 Hamilton vista domes and a 963 Washington observation. The 960 has two broken
corners and one of the vista domes has two broken corners.  The loco and cars are C6.

2491 American Flyer S gauge 300 Reading Atlantic steam loco with tender.  Also included are freight cars;  633 Baltimore &
Ohio reefer, 632 LNE hopper,  716 AFL hopper, 625 Shell tank, 630 Reading caboose in worn OBs, 625 silver Shell tank
and a 635 C.&N.W.RY. crane with yellow cab.  Loco and tender are C5.  The cars are C5-6.

2492 American Flyer S gauge freight cars that have been converted to knuckle couplers including; two 629 Missouri Pacific
stock cars, two 631 Texas & Pacific gondolas, two 633 Baltimore & Ohio boxcars, 639 AF boxcar, 640 AF hopper and a
638 AF caboose.  Some of the cars have broken steps and corners and are missing wheels.  Cars are C5-6.

2493 American Flyer S gauge 21158 switcher shell only, 285 C&NW Pacific steam loco missing the trailing trucks tender and a
372 Union Pacific GP7 diesel  with Built by Gilbert on the side.  The power truck on the 372 is loose from the body.  The
285 and 372 are C5.

2494 American Flyer S gauge 312 PRR Pacific loco with tender.  Loco is missing the trailing truck.   Also included are
passenger cars;  651 green New Haven baggage and two 650 red New Haven Pullmans. All components are C6.

2495 American Flyer S gauge accessories including; 769A revolving aircraft beacon with green base and dark gray tower in a
worn OB, 760 highway flasher with two 696 track clips in an OB, 778 set of three boulevard lamps, missing one lamp in
OB and a 758 Sam the semaphore man. The 769A has a broken beacon and is C5.  The rest of the accessories are C7.
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2496 American Flyer S gauge 740 handcar with red, white and blue decal that has stripes and instruction sheet in OB, C7.  Also
included is a HICO S-520 Dinkyville Trolley in OB.  The trolley has the motor detached from the trolley.  Trolley is C5.

2497 American Flyer S gauge freight cars including; 911 Chesapeake & Ohio gondola, 916 Delaware & Hudson gondola, 941
Frisco Lines gondola, 925 silver Gulf tank car in worn OB, 924 Jersey Central Lines covered hopper and a 24550 Monon
flatcar with two American Flyer Trains Gilbert Hall of Science trailers.  There is one worn OB for a gondola.  The number
is unreadable.  Cars are C6-7.

2498 American Flyer S gauge freight cars including; 969 rocket launcher missing the rocket,  24533 AFL service car, 940
Wabash hopper, 926 silver Gulf three dome tank, 956 Monon flatcar with two American Flyer Trains Gilbert Hall of
Science trailers, 945 boom & work car in OB, C6-7.

2499 American Flyer S gauge freight cars including; 929 Missouri Pacific stock car in OB, 937 MKT boxcar, 947 Northern
Pacific refrigerator car with a detached door and door guide which are included and 988 Missouri Pacific Lines refrigerator
car. The 937 is C4.  The other three cars are C6.  Also included is an American Models 7505-B CB&Q wood caboose in
OB, C9-10.

2500 American Flyer S gauge 21139 Union Pacific Northern steam loco and tender.  One of the number boards on the loco is
bent.  Loco and tender is C6-7.  The tender is in an OB marked XA14N845-7 that shows some wear.

2501 American Flyer S gauge American Flyer S gauge 18B 190-watt transformer,  two pair of 720 remote control switches with
controllers and two 705 remote control uncoupler.  Also included is a large selection of 780 trestles, miscellaneous
controllers and parts. Transformer is C7.  Please view photo to verify selection and condition of all other items.

2502 American Flyer S gauge by Lionel freight cars in OBs; 48386 NYC Pacemaker stock car, 49023 New York Central
walking brakeman car and a 49033 New York Central coal dump car.  The cars have never been run, C10.

2503 American Flyer S gauge by Lionel  NYC Dockside Switcher freight set no. 49618 in individual OBs, set box and outer
shipping carton.  The set has never been run, C10.

2504 American Flyer S gauge by Lionel 49855 Christmas station platform and a 49808 animated track gang car both in OBs.
Accessories have never been used, C10.

2505 Unique Art Mfg. Inc. lithographed Unique Lines freight set no. 1951 in set box that has original cardboard inserts
including; 1950 steam loco, tender, 3905 boxcar, hopper, caboose, control tower, 30-watt transformer, instruction sheet,
straight and curve track sections.  The set is C7-8.

2506 Unique Art Mfg. Inc. two lithographed 2000 Rock Island power A diesel units.  One is C7 and the other one is C6-7.

2507 Unique Art Mfg. Inc. lithographed clockwork freight set including; 742 steam loco, tender, 3905 boxcar, hopper and
caboose, C6.

2508 Hafner Wyandotte lithographed clockwork freight set in set box with original cardboard inserts including; 115041 steam
loco, 78100 tender, 13788 hopper, Bx32 ATSF boxcar, 41021 caboose, 90-degree crossover, straight and curve track
sections, C6.  Also included is a Hafner lithographed clockwork freight set including; 1010 red steam loco with chrome
sides and center section, tender, 91746 sand car, 14825 ATSF boxcar, 614333 Chicago & Northwestern caboose, straight
and curve track sections in a custom made box.  Set is C5.

2509 Hafner Prewar 1200 lithographed accessory set including; freight station with sliding door, single arm semaphore,
passenger waiting platform, passenger station and danger signal.  The set is C5-6.

2510 Hafner prewar lithographed accessories; two 123 crossing gates, 124 double arm semaphore, Glen Ellyn station and a
freight station with a sliding door.  Also included is a Hafner M10000 yellow and brown City of Portland Union Pacific
lithographed streamliner clockwork passenger set including; loco, two coaches and an observation car.  The accessories are
C5-6 and the set is C5.
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2511 Hafner 2000 lithographed clockwork steam loco and tender, two 1010 black clockwork steam locos, 91876 sand car,
Wyandotte Railway WRL 970 lithographed clockwork steam loco, two pairs of switches and an OB for a clockwork loco.
Please view photo to verify condition and selection.  This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2512 Hoge prewar O chrome and blue streamlined passenger set consisting of a 900 power car/baggage, coach and observation.
Also included is a piece of straight track and a worn OB for straight track.  Set is C5-6.

2513 Colber accessories; 109 oil gusher in a worn OB, two 108 water tanks, one with a broken fence, one with a worn OB, 110
floodlight tower with one base broken on a light and 116 revolving beacon, C7.

2514 Colber two 101 lithographed automatic gateman one with OB, 118 black girder bridge in OB, 118 silver bridge, three 114
snap-on contactors, two with OBs, two original boxes of coal,  two 111 bumpers both in OBs.   Also included is a Hoge
lithographed Tom Thumb power house ticket office, D&R. Products two no. 44 bridge piers and a lithographed metal
tunnel.  The accessories are C7 except for the the Tom Thumb power house which is C4.

2515 Colber boulevard lamps including; two four packs in master boxes, seven green boulevard lamps, six with boxes and four
gold boulevard lamps, one missing the shade and two wig-wag railroad signals, one with a worn OB.  Also included are
four papier mache tunnels, manufacturer unknown.  The accessories are C8.

2516 Colber two 112 girder bridges in OBs, 114 snap-on contactor with two OBs and a Noma Station.  Also included are Comet
Metal Products Co. Authenticast road and railroad signs in OB with original cardboard insert.  The set is missing one sign.
The accessories are C7, except for one of the bridges which is C5.

2517 Meccano Hornby prewar lithographed station no. 2 with green base and two ramps that each have Margate signs and a 90-
degree crossing. The station is C6.

2518 Paya  O gauge Oriental Express passenger set including; 1104 loco and tender, 1362 baggage, 1387 Pullman, 1388 sleeper
and a 1389 diner all in OBs.  The loco and tender have broken pieces and one truck is broken on the tender.   Also included
is a 1361 wine barrel wagon car in OB.  The passenger set and the wine barrel car are C6.

2519 Lionel Amtrak passenger set, circa 1989 in OBs including; 18303 Amtrak GGI electric loco, 19100 baggage, 19101
combo, 19102 Pullman, two 19103 vista domes, 19104 dining, two 19105 full vista domes and a 19106 observation.  The
trucks on the passenger cars are covered with a white residue that will clean off.  The set is C8.

2520 Lionel 1361 Gold Coast Limited freight set, circa 1983, factory sealed in individual OBs and set box, C10.

2521 Lionel 11710 CP Rail Limited freight set, circa 1989, factory sealed in individual OBs and set box, C10.

2522 Lionel Lines Madison passenger cars including; 19015 Irvington car, 19016 Madison car, 19017 Manhattan car and 19018
Sager Place observation car all in OBs. The cars are factory new, C10.

2523 Lionel 11719 Coastal Freight Service Station Special set, circa 1991, factory new in individual OBs and set box, C10.

2524 Lionel 8265 Santa Fe SD40 diesel loco in OB.  The loco is C8.

2525 Lionel 18010 Pennsylvania S-2 6-8-6 steam turbine, circa 1991-92 factory new in OB, C10.

2526 Lionel 19266 6464 boxcar series edition III in individual OBs and outer master carton containing; 19267 New York
Central 6464-125, 19268 Missouri Pacific 6464-150 and 19269 Rock Island 6464 and a 19276 boxcar series V in
individual OBs and outer master carton containing; 19277 Rutland 6464-300, 19278 Baltimore & Ohio Sentinel 6464-325
and 19279 Central of Georgia 6464-375 all factory new, C10.

2527 Lionel 18007 Southern Pacific GS-2 Daylight 4-8-4 loco and tender in OB. The loco has never been run, C10.
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2528 Lionel Southern Pacific Daylight aluminum passenger cars in OBs including; 9589 baggage, two 9590 combo, 19107 full
vista dome and two 9593 observation cars.  The 19107 is factory new, C10. The baggage car has nicks on the roof and is
C7.  The other cars have never been run, C8-9.  The white OBs have staining.

2529 Lionel 8210 Joshua L. Cowen 4-6-4 steam loco and tender in OB, circa 1982. The loco and tender have never been run,
C9.  One corner of the box lid has minor damage.

2530 Lionel 11918 Service Exclusive set X1144 containing SD20 Contrail  freight set, circa 1997. The set is factory sealed in set
box, C10.

2531 Lionel 21753 Exclusive Service Station fire rescue train set in individual OBs and set box, circa 1998. The 18444 fire car
has been test run and is C9.   The other cars have never been run, C10.

2532 Lionel 21952 Lionel Lines Service Station Special set, circa 2000. The set is factory new in individual OBs and set box,
C10.

2533 Lionel 21789 Norfolk Western Service Station Special Piggyback set in individual OBs in set box with outer shipping
carton, circa 2001. The set is factory new, C10.

2534 Lionel original set box only for a 11918 X1144 Service Station Special and original set box and outer shipping carton only
for a 31904 Chesapeake & Ohio steam freight set.

2535 Lionel Virginian 8950 FM Train Master diesel in OB.  The diesel has never been run, C9-10.

2536 Lionel 8951 Southern Pacific FM Train Master diesel in OB.  Diesel has been test run, C9.

2537 Lionel 8687 Jersey Central FM Train Master diesel in OB.  The loco has been test run, C9.

2538 Lionel Famous American Railroad Series No. 4 Southern Mikado freight set in individual OBs, circa 1983 containing;
8309 2-8-4 steam loco and tender, 9451 boxcar, 6104 quad hopper, 9887 Fruit Growers Express refrigerator car, 6306 tank
car, 7304 stock car and 6431 bay window caboose. The set has never been run, C9-10. The 6306 tank car box has some
moisture damage.

2539 Lionel 8062 chrome Burlington F3 B non-powered dummy unit in OB.  The unit has never been run, C9-10.

2540 Lionel 18009 New York Central 4-8-2 Mohawk L-3 class loco and tender, circa 1990-91 in OB.  The loco and tender have
been test run, C9-10.

2541 Lionel freight cars from the Service Station Special no. 1450, circa 1974 in OBs including; 9725 MKT cattle car, 9863
REA reefer, 9117 Alaskan hopper and a 9166 Rio Grande lighted caboose, C8-9.

2542 Lionel 18117/18 Santa Fe F3 AA diesel set in OB, circa 1993.  The diesels have never been run, C9-10.

2543 Lionel 18121 Santa Fe F3 B unit and 18122 ATSF F3 B unit with RailSounds II in OBs.  Units have never been run, C9
-10.

2544 Lionel 18040 Norfolk & Western 4-8-4 J loco and tender in OB with outer shipping carton.  The loco is factory new, C10.

2545 Lionel Pennsylvania passenger cars including; 16001 Pullman, 16002 Pullman, 16000 vista dome and a 16003 observation
all factory new in OBs, C10.

2546 Lionel 11711 Santa Fe F3 diesels factory sealed in OB, circa 1991, C10.

2547 Lionel 18103 Santa Fe F3 B unit and 18115 Santa Fe non-powered F3 B unit in OBs. The units are factory new, C10.
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2548 Lionel Lines aluminum passenger cars in individual OBs and outer master carton including; 19160 REA baggage, 19161
Silver Mesa coach, 19162 Silver Sky vista dome and a 19163 Silver Rail observation. Cars are factory new, C10.

2549 Lionel 18108 Great Northern F3 B unit factory new in OB, C10.

2550 Lionel Smithsonian Collection 18029 NYC Dreyfuss Hudson outfit, circa 1993 including; 18027 NYC 4-6-4 Dreyfuss
Hudson loco with tender in wooden case, two rail wooden display board with Plexiglas cover, whistle bell controller,
poster and paperwork all in outer shipping carton. Lionel Trains, Inc. only produced 500 of these Dreyfuss Hudson engines
and this model is number 471 of 500. The loco and tender have been test run, C9.

2551 Lionel 51300 Shell tank car, 51501 Baltimore & Ohio hopper car and 51701 New York Central caboose factory new in
OBs, C10.

2552 Lionel Pennsylvania 51401 boxcar and 51702 N-8 caboose, both are factory new in OBs, C10.

2553 Lionel 18005 New York Central 700E 4-6-4 scale Hudson loco with display case in OBs and outer shipping carton. The
Hudson is factory new and the display case is factory sealed in the box, C10.

2554 Lionel Classics O gauge 51201 Rail Chief passenger car set factory new in OB, C10.

2555 Lionel 8406 die-cast New York Central Hudson and tender in OB. The Hudson has been test run, C9.

2556 Lionel Milwaukee Road passenger cars in OBs including; two 9501 Aberdeen coaches, 9504 Tacoma coach, 9505 City of
Seattle coach and a 19003 dining car.  The 19003 is C10 and the rest of the cars are C8.

2557 Lionel 8150 green Pennsylvania five-stripe GG1 electric loco in OB. The loco has been test run, C9.

2558 Lionel 18300 Mint Car Series Pennsylvania GG1 electric diesel loco and a 19702 Pennsylvania porthole caboose both in
OBs, factory new C10.

2559 Lionel 8155 Monon U36B in a damaged OB and a 8775 Lehigh Valley GP9  in OB.  The 8155 has been test run and the
8775 has never been run, C9.

2560 Lionel 8606 Boston & Albany Hudson loco and tender in OB with outer shipping carton, circa 1986. The Hudson has
never been run, C9-10.

2561 Lionel  Boston and Albany freight cars in OBs, circa 1986 including; 6232 Illinois Central boxcar,  6231 Railgon gondola,
two 6134 Burlington Northern two bay ACF hoppers, 6230 Erie Lackawanna refrigerator car, 6920 Boston & Albany
caboose and a 6907 New York Central caboose. The set is missing the 6233 Canadian Pacific flatcar and 6135 Chicago &
North Western two bay ACF hopper.  The set has never been run, C9-10.

2562 Lionel 18311 Disney EP-5 electric loco and a 19723 Disney extended caboose in OBs.  The loco has been test run, C9-10
and caboose has never been run, C10.

2563 Lionel Walt Disneys Mickey Mouse Express hi-cube boxcars in OBs including; 9665 Petter Pan, 9669 Bambi and 9671
Fantasia.  Cars have never been run, C9-10.

2564 Lionel two 18103 Santa Fe F3 B units both factory new in OB, C10.

2565 Lionel 18006 Reading T-1 4-8-4 steam loco and tender in OB.  The loco and tender have never been run, C9-10.

2566 Lionel cabooses in OBs including; 17600 New York Central wood-sided, 17604 Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, 17611
New York Central wood-sided, 17618 Frisco wood-sided and a 19807 Pennsylvania extended vision with smoke all factory
new in OBs, C10.
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2567 Lionel 8777 Santa Fe F3 B unit Service Station Special, circa 1977 in OB.  The unit has never been run, C9-10.

2568 Lionel 18121 Santa Fe F3 B unit in OB.  The unit has never been run, C10.

2569 Lionel 18011 Chessie T-1 4-8-4 steam loco and tender in OB.  Loco and tender have never been run, C9-10.

2570 Lionel Lines Madison passenger cars including; 19015 Irvington car, 19016 Madison car, 19017 Manhattan car and 19018
Sager Place observation car all in OBs. The cars are factory new, C10.

2571 Lionel LCCA 18090 D&RG steam loco and tender factory new in OB, C10.

2572 Lionel LCCA 52206 outfit both in individual OBs and outer shipping carton containing; 52207 DS-40 diesel loco and a
52208 extended vision caboose.  The outfit is factory new, C10.

2573 Williams TCA Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Limited GG1 passenger set in individual OBs with outer shipping carton
including; GG1 loco, 2502 Buena Park Pullman, 2503 South Carver Pullman and a 2501 Yardley observation.  Also
included is a 2504 Pittsburgh combine, 2505 Stasburg baggage, GG1 conversion kit and  special cloth Museum Boosters
patch.  The set and extra cars have never been run, C9-10.

2574 Lionel 18002 gray New York Central 4-6-4 Hudson steam loco and tender in OB, C8.  The Styrofoam insert shows some
wear.

2575 Lionel 18953 NYC System 2000 Alco PA-1 diesel loco in OB.  The diesel, C9.

2576 Lionel Century Club 18135 NYC F3 AA diesel units and display case all factory sealed in individual OBs with original
blueprints, certificate of authenticity and outer shipping carton.

2577 Lionel Century Club 18178 NYC F3 B unit factory new in OB with paperwork and outer shipping carton, C10.

2578 Lionel Century Club 18053 Berkshire 726 steam loco and tender with plaque, original blueprints and certificate of
authenticity in OB with outer shipping carton.  Loco and tender, C9-10.  Also included is a display case with wooden board
in OB.

2579 Lionel New York Central aluminum passenger cars in OBs including; 7207 dining car, 9594 baggage, 9595 combo, 9596
Pullman, 9597 Pullman, 9598 observation and a 19137 duplex roomette car.  Some of the passenger cars have paint rubs
along the bottom edges, otherwise cars are C8.

2580 MTH 20-6562 New Haven 5-car 70 ft. ABS streamlined passenger set including; baggage, three coaches and an
observation and a 20-6662 New Haven 2-car 70 ft. ABS streamlined sleeper/diner set both in OBs.  The rear truck on the
observation car is bent and there is a paint chip on the rear of the observation, otherwise the rest of cars are C9-10.

2581 MTH Dealer Appreciation Program 20-80002a Santa Fe clear body F3 ABA diesels that have been custom painted in
orange and blue with the Ontario Northland road name in OB.  Two of the number boards on one of the units are loose but
included.  The diesels are C8.

2582 MTH Dealer Appreciation Program PRR aluminum passenger cars; 20-80003D-a large door baggage and a 20-80003D-b
dining car in OBs with outer shipping carton.  Cars have never been run, C10.

2583 MTH Dealer Appreciation Program 20-80002B Canadian Pacific F3 B unit in OB.  The B unit is cracked on one end.
Please view photo to verify condition.  This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2584 MTH 20-6618 Alaska 2-car 70 ft. ABS sleeper/Diner passenger set with smooth sides in OB.  The cars have never been
run, C10.
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2585 Williams FM205S Jersey Central FM Train Master AA with sound WAL#362057 in individual OBs and master carton.
The units have been test run, C9.  The master carton is worn.

2586 Williams Reproductions Limited GG1 Pennsylvania passenger set including; 2332 Pennsylvania green five-stripe GG1
electric loco and three coaches, C8.  Also included are decals for the Pullman cars and an OB.

2587 American Flyer prewar HO die-cast freight set in OB with original cardboard inserts including; 5318 NYC Hudson steam
loco and tender, 206 PRR gondola, 203 Texaco tank, 204 Sinclair tank, 114 Merchant Despatch refrigerator car, 117 L.N.
E. gondola, 113 Pacific Fruit Express refrigerator car, 120 NYC caboose, directional control button and eleven straight
track sections.  Set is C6.  OB shows wear.

2588 Gilbert HO Northern Pacific passenger set including; 31010/31011/31012 ABA diesel units, 33540 baggage/club car,
33541 coach, 33542 vista dome and 33543 observation all in OBs.  Set is C8.

2589 Hornby by Meccano Dublo HO EDP12 passenger set in OB with original cardboard inserts including steam loco, tender,
M26133 coach, M4183 coach, straight and curve track sections.  Set is C7-8.

2590 Lionel HO 0847 exploding car, 0850 U.S. Army missile launching car and a 310 billboard set all in OBs, C8.

2591 Tyco HO set box for the Royal Blue Limited passenger train set no. T5913 including the Baltimore & Ohio stem loco and
tender.  The set is missing all of the passenger cars.  Also included is a T208A:2995 Mikado Pennsylvania lighted loco and
tender, no. 44:1050 set of 3 special freight cars factory sealed in OB, D&RGW stock car, 351A:300 skid Western
Maryland flat w/3 tractors, Mobilgas tank, Great Northern boxcar, Texaco tank, C&O gondola with three plastic
containers, 355D:300 Gerber billboard reefer and a Baltimore and Ohio caboose all in OBs.  The loco, tender and freight
cars are C7-8.

2592 Large selection of HO rolling stock including;  Mantua, Revell, Varney and other manufacturers.  Please view photo to
verify selection and condition.

2593 Large selection of HO including; Athern Santa Fe ABA diesel units, AHM Pennsylvania diesel, Mantua Santa Fe diesels,
American Beauty Pennsylvania passenger cars, New York Central passenger cars, die-cast loco and tender, die-cast boxcar,
Mantua BPS&D passenger set containing Iron Horse loco, tender, flatcar and two passenger cars.  Please view photo to
verify selection and condition.

2594 Selection of HO track and accessories including; Atlas snap-on track in OBs, Tri-Tec SS 500 steam sound system in OB,
tunnel, switches and parts.  Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2595 Large selection of HO buildings, bridges, signals, miscellaneous accessories and Plasticville, Atlas and Skyline kits in
OBs.  Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2596 All Aboard The Philadelphia Eagles Express HO gauge including;  power A unit, dummy B unit, five vista dome passenger
cars, track, switches and power back in Styrofoam, never run, C9.  Also included is a Philadelphia Eagles Christmas hat.

2597 Selection of N gauge trains, accessories and track.  Please view photos for selection and condition.

2598 Selection of nine Hess gasoline trucks and two fire trucks in OBs.  The trucks are from the 1970s and 1980s.  The trucks
are C9-10.

2599 Selection of eleven Hess gasoline trucks  in OBs.  The trucks are from the 1980s and 1990s.  The trucks are C9-10.

2600 Selection of ten trucks including; truck and airplane, helicopter, space shuttle, emergency, fire and rescue in OBs.  Also
included are miniature trucks from 1998, 1999 and 2000 in OBs.  Trucks are C9-10.


